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El projecte consisteix en la construcció d’una sonda 

atmosfèrica controlada per un microcontrolador Arduino. 

Aquesta sonda ha de poder obtenir dades de pressió i 

temperatura en funció de l’alçada. La construcció d’aquest 

dispositiu, el primer d’aquest tipus a l’EETAC, s’ha realitzat 

partint des de zero, sent necessària doncs una àmplia tasca 

de definició de requisits. En la present memòria descrivim 

com s’han dissenyat tots els subsistemes que formen part de 

la sonda, enumerant tots els components necessaris així 

com el motiu per el qual s’han escollit. El disseny resultant és 

modular per facilitar futures millores/expansions. 

 

També s’han detallat les passes necessàries per a 

l’assemblatge de tots els components en una estructura 

comuna, així com la elecció de eines i materials. S’han posat 

a prova tots els sistemes creats, comprovant si els valors 

obtinguts compleixen els requisits definits. 

 

Per últim, una vegada el dispositiu ja s’ha construït i validat, 

s’han detallat totes les tasques que cal realitzar per sol·licitar 

el llançament de la sonda a una alçada de 35km, així com 

els materials necessaris. S’ha plantejat aquesta memòria 

tècnica amb la funcionalitat addicional servir com a manual. 

El dispositiu resultant s’ha batejat com a FourCast. 
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The project consists of the construction of a functional 

meteorological probe, controlled by an Arduino 

microcontroller. This probe was design to measure pressure 

and temperature as functions of the altitude. This device is 

the first of its kind built at the EETAC, thus a considerable 

effort of requirement definition has been done.  In the present 

report we describe how all the probe systems were designed, 

and all the necessary components as well as the reason why 

they were chosen are described. The resulting design is 

modular in order to facilitate future 

improvements/expansions. 

 

The steps necessary for the assembly of all the components 

in a common structure are detailed, as well as the choice of 

tools and materials. All the systems developed were tested 

simulating conditions similar to those expected in the real 

mission. 

 

Finally, after the construction and validation processes, all the 

materials and the tasks needed to launch the probe up to at 

an altitude of 35 km are detailed. The present report is 

intended to serve as a guide for future similar projects in 

EETAC. The resulting device from this work is named 

FourCast after our surnames. 
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Introduction 
 

State of the art 
 
In November 1998 US and Japanese universities jointly organized the University 
Space Systems Symposium [1]. New exciting concepts were presented by Prof. 
Bob Twiggs, from Stanford University: CanSats and CubeSats were introduced 
as low-cost artificial satellites which could be afforded by educational institutions 
and small companies, rather than only by space agencies. A set of new small 
satellite requirements was established in this meeting. It was the start of a new 
generation of small satellites, which took off with the first launch only one year 
later, on September 11th in Nevada, in the Black Rock desert, with the ARLISS 
(A Rocket Launch for International Student Satellites) program [2]. 
  
This first launch was performed with a rocket, which brought a CanSat up to 
almost 4000 m height and then released it. A series of different launches were 
executed afterwards with different objectives [3]. Since then many different 
improvements were conducted, such as the implementation of a GPS in 2000 or 
the beginning of a new type of CanSat in 2001, which would be able to come 
back to a specific location. Furthermore, the program kept growing and growing 
and it went off the borders of the US territory.  Nowadays, many countries hold 
competitions aimed to launch the best CanSats designed and constructed by 
students. In Japan, the CanSat competitions are organized by the UNISEC 
(University Space Engineering Consortium) and instead of launching their probes 
with a rocket they use balloons to carry them to the desired height. 
  
Nowadays National Space Agencies and leading space research centers are 
really taking an interest in the high potential of CanSat projects in terms of offering 
creativity, capacity of innovation and recognition of new talents. In France, the 
CNES (Centre National d’Études Spatiales) is responsible for the CanSat 
competition. In South Korea, SaTReC (Satellite Technology Research Center) is 
the organizer of the equivalent contest, which has the sponsorship of the Korean 
Ministry of Science. In Spain, there are two main organizers; the Laboratory for 
Space and Microgravity Research (LEEM) and the Polytechnic University of 
Madrid (UPM), which held in 2008 an International CanSat competition. From a 
European point of view, the organizer is the European Space Agency (ESA) and 
in the United States both the American Astronautical Society (AAI) and the 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) are responsible of the 
CanSat competition. 
 
 From the point of view of the design a CanSat must fit in the volume of a regular 
soda can (350 ml) and have a maximum mass of 500 g. There are two main parts 
that are compulsory in a CanSat design. The first one is the power supply, which 
must be given by a battery. This battery can be either rechargeable or non-
rechargeable. The second element is the microcontroller. It is necessary to have 
a small computer on-board to allow all the secondary systems to operate. 
 
Once these two elements, which are the base of a CanSat, have been 
implemented, there are different components which can be added, depending on 
the technological or scientific goals to be achieved. These additional components 
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are called the secondary elements. The most common secondary elements are 
a temperature system and a pressure measurements systems. Other equipment 
could consist of a GPS to track the position of the CanSat, a camera, or a Geiger 
counter to measure ionizing radiation [4]. 
  
According to the standard classification of ESA [5], depending on the mission 
design, there would be different types of CanSat. The telemetry CanSat is aimed 
to data acquisition. It takes measurements of temperature, pressure, GPS 
positioning or even radiation levels. There is also the “Comeback” CanSat, which 
returns to a specific location programmed before the mission. 
 
From the point of view of the launch a CanSat can be placed inside a rocket, or 
in a helium balloon that elevates it to the desired altitude.  
 
 

Motivation of this project 
 
Since the idea was introduced in the late 1990s, picosatellite design and 
construction has made space research available with low budget, and thus widely 
accessible for education purposes. Students from all around the world can join 
small space projects and get practical experience of the ideas which are learnt in 
classrooms. This opens a new way to explore and learn key concepts in the 
engineering world. 
 
From the personal point of view, when we decided to do this project we knew it 
would be a huge challenge for us, however we were confident about carrying it 
away. There were many things that motivated us to accept this challenge. Firstly, 
and most importantly, we wanted to do this project because we liked the idea and 
were ready to invest time doing it. We were also told that this project would be 
the first one of its genre done by the EETAC. This was also a challenge for us 
because there were high expectations set on us. We knew that if this project 
would be well sorted out, other students would try and find new solutions or new 
ways of designing and building a CanSat-like probe in order to improve our 
prototype and could be a great asset for the school.  
 
Another key aspect that helped us to take this decision was the wide range of 
courses that played an important role in this project. Thanks to the knowledge 
and concepts of other courses we were able to have a better understanding of 
some aspects of our device. Courses like Avionics or Aeronautical 
Communications were important to design the whole electronic system (pressure, 
temperature, Arduino, etc…) and build the budget link of our device. The subject 
DITESA (Design and Test of Aeronautical Systems) also helped us to design the 
power supply system and deciding which will be the better battery for our system. 
The following subjects also had an important role to design our device: 
Radiolocation, Communications Fundamentals and NACC. 
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Structure of the project 
 
In the present work, we consider the CanSat philosophy in order to design and 
build a low-cost experiment. As we will explain along this report, an actual CanSat 
could not be built because of budget restrictions, as miniaturized components 
were more expensive than the standard ones we have used. Nevertheless, we 
present a fully operational system and leave miniaturization options for future 
works. This project is structured in five chapters. 
 
Chapter 1 is the most extensive. This chapters explains the different systems that 
form the probe. We define which requirements do we need for each one of the 
systems, and justify the selection of the chosen electronical components. We will 
also explain and justify the electronical design of the systems and include test 
results from simulations and Protoboard tests. 
 
Chapter 2 explains how the individual systems described in chapter 1 can be 
fitted together into a common structure, also remarking the special requirements 
of that structure, including materials and PCB assembly. This chapter also 
includes full measures of the structure we built for the FourCast.  
 
Chapter 3 explains the validations that were conducted once the device was 
assembled. It enumerates the design of the different tests, and the validation 
results for each system. It also explains the different actions that were taken when 
validations did not succeed. 
 
Chapter 4 explains all the work did in order to prepare the launch of the probe. It 
enumerates the materials needed in order to make a successful experiment, and 
also the administrative work needed to perform the launch. 
 
Chapter 5 contains the conclusions of the project, and also possible 
improvements as well as our expectations for the future and continuity of this kind 
of projects at EETAC. 
 
After the main content of the project, we included 8 annexes that intend to make 
our work more comprehensive and add additional information. 
 
Annex A includes the technical datasheets, Annex B includes the source code of 
the programs we made, Annex C includes detailed test results complementary 
for chapter 3, Annex D includes the launch checklist, Annex E the NOTAM 
requests needed to perform the experiment, Annex F all the planning tools that 
we used during the making of the project, Annex G includes a list of all materials 
that we use in the building of the FourCast experiment, and also the price and 
final cost of the project. Finally, Annex H includes a list of EETAC courses related 
to this project. 
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CHAPTER 1.  ELECTRONIC DESIGNS OF FOURCAST 
SUBSYSTEMS 

 
In this chapter, we describe and justify our design choices for the different 
subsystems of FourCast, the probe we have built. Keeping in mind the CanSat 
philosophy the power supply is given by batteries and a microcontroller 
communicates with the different subsystems and, when required, converts 
incoming analog signals to digital. 
 
The entire design process is determined by the requirements of the probe. In our 
case, we want FourCast to be able to take measurements of atmospheric 
temperature and pressure, and be able to send this information to a ground 
station. Besides we intend the device to be recoverable.  
 
We have designed FourCast to be very modular, in the sense that subsystems 
must be able to work independently, except for the microcontroller, which acts as 
a common bridge between them. 
 
Some of the systems are vital for the mission, as the sensors and the power 
supply, other add enhanced features that make FourCast more reliable and 
useful, for example the recovery system. Each system has been carefully 
designed, choosing the proper components and making all the electronic circuitry 
needed to make it work. Figure 1.1 summarizes all of the integrated systems. 
 

 
Figure 1.1 FourCast systems. Orange indicates analog and green digital. 
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1.1 FourCast external temperature sensor 
 
The external temperature system is one of the most important systems of this 
experiment, as the objective of this mission is to obtain a precise reading of the 
temperature outside the FourCast during its ascent. Given the nature of the 
experiment and due to the high altitude, that will be achieved by the FourCast a 
wide range of temperatures is expected. More precisely, the system should be 
able to provide accurate readings for temperatures between -65 and 35 degrees 
Celsius, a range of 101 degrees. 
 
With such a wide range the external temperature system must have an 
appropriate sensor, capable of operating at rather low temperatures and a 
conditioning system that provides enough accuracy for the whole range. A 
Platinum RTD sensor seems to be an appropriate choice, as it works like a 
variable resistor decreasing and increasing its impedance almost linearly with the 
temperature, following the equation (for a Pt-1000 RTD): 
 
 

𝑅 = 1000 · (1 + 0.00385 · ∆𝑇)    [Ω] ( 1.1 ) 

 
 

where ∆𝑇 is the temperature in degrees Celsius. In order to achieve this, we have 
chosen a Platinum RTD that offers 1000Ω resistance at 0˚C. More specifically the 
sensor chosen is the IST DIN-EN-6075 [6] (view Annex A), with the packaging 
6W 232 which fulfills all our needs. 
 
The Platinum RTD must send the probe’s processor (Arduino UNO) a range of 
voltages that can be translated back into temperature. Given the nature of the 
RTD sensor the easiest way to achieve this goal is with a voltage divider. After 
that the output of the voltage divider must be adjusted in order to fulfill the ADC 
range of the Arduino board and take maximum advantage of the 10-bit quantifier. 
The components we need for the RTD input stage are the following: 
 

 1x Pt-1000 RTD temperature sensor. 

 1x 10kΩ 5% ¼W resistor. 

 1x 100uF 20% capacitor. 

The components needed for the amplifier stage are the following: 
 

 1x LM-324N Quad Operational Amplifier 

 1x 100kΩ 5% ¼W resistor. 

 1x 10kΩ potentiometer. 

 2x 10kΩ 5% ¼W resistor. 

 2x 68kΩ 5% ¼W resistor. 

 1x 220kΩ 5% ¼W resistor. 
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1.1.1 Design process 
 
The design of the external temperature system has been performed taking into 
account the following conditions: 
 

 Elevated currents will provoke a high self-heating error on the RTD, so the 

voltage that falls at the RTD should be low. In our case, we also benefit 

from the fact that we will be reading mostly low temperatures, so the 

resistance value of the RTD will be lower than in other cases. 

 

 High value resistors will increase the overall noise, due their tolerances. 

 

 High value resistors will also decrease the power consumption of the 

system, increasing the duration of the battery. 

 

Taking all this into account we have created a design that balances the 
requirements stated above. 
 
 
1.1.1.1 RTD Input Stage 
 
In order to obtain a voltage as an output from the RTD a voltage divider will be 
used, using a 10kΩ resistor. This value may seem rather high, but this will ensure 
that low voltages will fall on the RTD (see Figure 1.2). 
 
 

 
Figure 1.2 Simulation of the voltage that falls at the RTD  

 

Knowing the values that the RTD can have for our range of temperatures we can 
also know the values of VRTD. 
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𝑅35 = 1000 · (1 + 0.00385 · 35) =    1134.75Ω  ( 1.2 ) 

 

𝑅−65 = 1000 · (1 − 0.00385 · 65) =    749.75Ω  ( 1.3 ) 

 
And knowing that the output voltage out of a voltage divider is: 
 

𝑉𝑅𝑇𝐷 = 𝑉𝑐𝑐 ·
𝑅𝑇𝐷

𝑅𝑇𝐷 + 𝑅1
 

( 1.4 ) 

 
 
Then, in our case, considering a temperature range between -65 and 35 degrees 
Celsius the output voltages will be: 
 

𝑉𝑅𝑇𝐷 −65 = 5 ·
749.75

749.75 + 9800
= 0.3553𝑉 

( 1.5 ) 

 
 

𝑉𝑅𝑇𝐷 35 = 5 ·
1134.75

1134.75 + 9800
= 0.5189𝑉 

( 1.6 ) 

 
 
This values are low enough to assure a low self-heating error on the RTD 
measurements, as the associated low heating power can be easily dissipated. 
The capacitor is added in order to serve as a low-pass filter. This is important in 
order to eliminate noise in high frequencies, which appear to be irrelevant 
because temperature varies slowly in our case. 
 
The 10-bit ADC of the Arduino UNO board can use two reference voltages for the 
quantification without need of external components: 5V or 1.1V. Taking into 
account the values of VRTD, 1.1 V might a priori seem a reasonable value but it is 
not actually sufficient. The 10-bit ADC divides the 1.1V into 1023 steps of 1.07mV. 
Our VRTD range varies 163.6mV. This means that only 152 steps out of the 1023 
possible would be used, only 15% of the full range of the quantifier. As a 100˚C 

temperature range must be read quantification errors of ±0.66˚𝐶 would be 
expected. It is a value rather high, which may even get higher if we take into 
account that there will also be additional sources of errors. 
 
Therefore, we will use an operational amplifier in order to obtain a voltage output 
of 0V when the temperature is -65˚C and a voltage of 1.1V when the temperature 
is 35˚C, covering the sensor’s full range and the full range of the Arduino 10-bit 
ADC. We will use a differential amplifier to achieve this goal. 
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1.1.1.2 Amplifier Stage 
 
We have chosen the model LM324N [7] (see Figure 1.3) (view Annex A) as it is 
a low-power and low-noise amplifier. This is rather good for the energy 
consumption and also for the accuracy of the readings. 

 
Figure 1.3 Differential Amplifier 

 
 
With the previous setup, the voltage out of the amplifier can be expressed as: 
 
 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝐴
· (𝑉2 − 𝑉1) ( 1.7 ) 

 
 
In our case V2 will be VRTD, the output of the RTD voltage divider. 
 
So, if we want to have 0V when the temperature is -65˚C we will need that both 
V1 and V2 are 0.3553V. In other words, we need to set V1 at the same voltage as 
the RTD output at -65˚C. This can be done using another voltage divider, with 
two fixed resistors that will always have an output voltage of 0.3487V. In our case, 
we have chosen a 100kΩ resistor and a 10kΩ potentiometer that we will adjust 
until we obtain a fixed output voltage of 0.3553V. The resistor value of the 
potentiometer should be, approximately: 
 

0.3553 = 5 ·
𝑅𝑃𝑂𝑇

𝑅𝑃𝑂𝑇 + 100000
→ 𝑅𝑃𝑂𝑇 = 7649.57Ω 

( 1.8 ) 

 
 
The LM324N chip includes 4 operational amplifiers, so we will use one as a 
voltage follower, in order to prevent the possibility that the operational amplifier 
might load the voltage divider in a way that could alter the fixed output voltage 
(see Figure 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4 Proteus simulation of the voltage divider for V1 

 
 

At 35˚C the value of VRTD will be 0.5189V. This means that VRTD – V1 will be 
0.1636V. We need to amplify this to 1.1V, so we need a linear gain of 6.7; we 

need the ratio 
𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝐴
= 6.7 in the differential amplifier. 

 

Then 𝑅𝐴 will be equal to 10 kΩ and 𝑅𝐵will be equal to 67 kΩ. The ratio gives us 
6.7, as desired and also the value of the resistors are high enough to assure low 
power consumption but not high enough to cause a high level of noise. This 
amplification of the signal allows to use the full range of the ADC, and therefore 
achieve a reasonable resolution:  
 

100℃

1023 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠
≈ 0.1℃ ( 1.9 ) 

 
 
Which is enough for our requirements. 
 
 

1.1.2 Input to Arduino UNO Board 
 
The output of the difference amplifier will be the input of an Analog Read port of 
the Arduino board, but between the output of the difference amplifier and the 
Arduino input a resistor of 220kΩ will be added. This is done in order not to 
saturate the Arduino input port. 
 
 

1.1.3 FourCast external temperature sensor complete system 
 
The full design of the external temperature reading system has been simulated 
in Proteus using real components. The obtained values satisfy the needs of the 
project (see Figure 1.5).  
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Figure 1.5 Complete external temperature reading system 

 
 

VOUT will be introduced into an analog port of the Arduino. The obtained values 
of the simulation are shown in Table 2. 
 

Temperature (˚C) VOUT (V) 

-65 0.0184 

0 0.7378 

35 1.1117 

Table 1.1 Results of the simulation 
 
 

As it is a linear sensor, the processing on the Arduino board will be simple. In 
order to reduce random noise, we take 15 samples equally separated in a total 
of 3 seconds. Then, the temperature can be obtained simply as: 
 

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑚𝑉)

11(𝑚𝑉/°𝐶)
 ( 1.10 ) 

 

The full code of the system can be viewed at Annex B. 
 
 

1.2 FourCast external pressure sensor 
 
One of the most interesting capabilities of the FourCast will be the ability to obtain 
precise pressure measurements. The pressure can be used for multiple 
purposes. We can use its values to calculate altitude, like in a standard altimeter. 
This measurement can complement the GPS readings, and offer us an accurate 
view of the precision of the International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) tabular data 
model, which was last updated in 1976. Choosing the right measurement 
equipment is a key decision in the whole probe project.  
 
Pressure sensors can be used in multiple situations. Basically, there are two type 
of sensors: absolute and differential. 
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 Absolute pressure sensors (see Figure 1.6) normally have only one input 

tube, and they read the absolute pressure, meaning the local pressure 

plus an offset, typically the atmospheric pressure. This kind of sensor is 

used, for example, in altimeters. 

 

 Differential pressure sensors (see Figure 1.7) normally have two input 

tubes. They read pressure from the two tubes and the output is the 

difference between them. This is useful when the user is only interested in 

local pressure values, because one of the tubes may remain “open” and 

then the atmospheric pressure is subtracted. This kind of sensor is used, 

for example, in manometers. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
As our goal is to measure atmospheric pressure, so, the convenient choice is an 
absolute pressure sensor. We also have to consider the range of expected 
pressures. If we want to achieve a 35km altitude we have to expect very low 
pressures, according to ISA around 1kPa. Then, the range of our sensor has to 
be prepared for pressure measurement from sea level values(101.3kPa) and 
down to pressures at 35km (5kPa). This will be a key factor to decide the 
appropriate sensor. Given these parameters the chosen sensor has been the 
MPX2200AP of Freescale (Motorola) [8], shown in Figure 1.8 (view Annex A). 
 

 
Figure 1.8 MPX2200AP case. 

 
 

The sensor behaves like a Wheatstone bridge of 4 resistors. It gives the output 
as the difference of two output voltages. Sensor's range varies between 0 and 
200KPa, covering the expected interval of FourCast’s pressure measurements. 

Figure 1.6 Absolute 
pressure sensor. 

Figure 1.7 Differential pressure 
sensor. 
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According to the manufacturer the output voltage at 0KPa is 0mV and at 200kPa 
is 40mV, being linear in the whole range and with a sensitivity of 0.2mV/kPa. This 
range of voltages is too low to be used directly as an input for the Arduino UNO 
ADC, as we would get a resolution of 24kPa (note that 40mV represents 0,8% of 
the ADC range and the precision is 10 bit). This is unacceptable for our purposes 
and we need to accommodate the circuit. 
 
As we have explained, the sensor has two voltage outputs and the overall output 
voltage is the difference between them. This is why the accommodation is done 
with a differential amplifier. This particular sensor needs to be feed with 10V, 
which is the double of the 5V Arduino voltage output. In order to obtain 10V a 
CMOS Monolithic Voltage Converter was used, which is capable to act as a 
voltage inverter or voltage doubler. In our case, we used a MAX660 Converter [9] 
(view Annex A). For the MPX2200AP it is highly recommended to create the 10V 
using positive and negative 5V. If the sensor is referred to 10V and GND, the 
output voltages that contain the pressure information are highly unstable. The 
components used are: 
 

 1x MPX2200AP Absolute Pressure Sensor. 

 2x 10kΩ 5% ¼W resistor. 

 2x 470 kΩ 5% ¼W resistor. 

 2x 10uF 20% capacitor. 

 1x LM-324N Quad Operational Amplifier. 

 1x MAX660 CMOS Monolithic Voltage Converter 

 

1.2.2 Design process 
 
The design of the pressure system will be divided in two blocks, one for the 
subsystem that feeds the sensor and another one for the processing of the data 
itself, and accommodation to the ADC range. 
 
 
1.2.2.1 Sensor power supply using a voltage inverter 
 
The MAX660 is a small all-integrated chip that only needs two external capacitors 
in order to supply a stable negative voltage value, given a positive voltage input. 
It can also work as a voltage doubler, but this function is not suitable for our needs 
as the output voltage from the pressure sensor is then too high and the LM324N 
amplifier saturates. The connections for this purpose have to be made following 
Figure 1.9 schema. 
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Figure 1.9 Schematic for the MAX660 as a Voltage inverter. 

 

 
 
Then, the PIN1 of the sensor must be connected to the -5V and the PIN3 to the 
positive 5V given by the Arduino. 
 
 
1.2.2.2 Data acquisition 
 
The main objective of the conditioning system is to adjust the range of output 
voltages to the range of the Arduino board ADC. This has to be done taking into 
account that we want to minimize the power consumption and also minimize the 
generated noise. The voltage reference of the ADC will be set again to 1.1V. 
 
We will adjust the components of the differential amplifier in order to obtain 1.1V 
at sea level approximately, which is the maximum value of pressure expected. 
Luckily, the output voltage at 0kPa is also 0V, so no offset needs to be subtracted. 
The sensor output at sea level is 20mV, so the tension needs to be amplified by 
a factor of 55 (1.1/0.020). According to the expression for the differential amplifier: 
 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝐴
· (𝑉2 − 𝑉1) ( 1.11 ) 

 
 

𝑅𝐵 = 470𝑘Ω ( 1.12 ) 

 
 

𝑅𝐴 = 10𝑘Ω ( 1.13 ) 

 
The gain factor is 47 in this case, because it is easy to find 470kΩ resistors. 
Therefore, the expected values at the output of the amplifier will be 9.28mV/kPa. 
 
 

0.020 𝑉 ∗ 47

101.3 𝐾𝑃𝑎
= 9.28 𝑚𝑉/𝑘𝑃𝑎 

( 1.14 ) 
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The range is approximately from 0 to 118.5kPa, and given the ADC resolution, 
the overall resolution of the output will be around 0.115kPa. 
 

1100 𝑚𝑉

9.28 𝑚𝑉/𝐾𝑃𝑎
= 118.5 𝑘𝑃𝑎 ( 1.15 ) 

 
 

118.5 𝐾𝑃𝑎

1023
= 0.115 𝑘𝑃𝑎 

( 1.16 ) 

 
 
The positive output of the sensor must be connected to the + pin of the differential 
operational amplifier, and the negative one to the – pin. No voltage followers were 
used this time as there is no load effect expected. Then we could use a single 
Quad OPAMP LM324N chip to accommodate both pressure and external 
temperature systems as in Figure 1.10. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
The output of the differential amplifier will be introduced into an analog port of the 
Arduino. The obtained values of the simulation are presented in Table 3. 
 

Pressure (kPA) Output (V) 

0 0 

50 0.464 

100 0.928 

Table 1.2 Results of the simulation 
 
As it is a linear sensor, the processing on the Arduino board will be simple. In 
order to reduce random noise, we take 15 samples equally separated in a total 
of 3 seconds. Then, the pressure can be obtained simply as: 
 

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑚𝑉)

9.28 (𝑚𝑉/𝑘𝑃𝑎)
 ( 1.17 ) 

 
 

The full code of the system can be found at Annex B. 

Figure 1.10 Differential amplifier for the Pressure Sensor System. 
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1.3 FourCast main communications system 
 
The communication system is critical in our entire project, due to its complexity 
and the essential role it plays for FourCast probe. This system obtains all the 
information read by the Arduino and transmits it to the ground station. All this 
information, which is none other than the telemetry, will be transmitted to the 
receiver station as soon as it is gathered by the microcontroller. Thus, we will be 
able to know live all the values measured by the FourCast payload. Another 
option might be having an additional storage unit inside our probe so that 
telemetry values can be gathered after the landing. However, this second option, 
despite of being easier, is not useful in our case, we need to have live access to 
the telemetry information. This way we can infer FourCast’s behavior in terms of 
its position and, furthermore, in case recoverability became impossible, the 
mission data would still be available. 
 
In order to design this system, we need to have the following products: 
 

 2 XBee PRO 868MHz  

 0.6 dB antenna for Tx 

 17 dB YAGI antenna for Rx 

 Arduino XBee Shield 

 USB Shield PC to XBee 

 BNC – SMA adapter 

 SMA male – SMA female adapter. 
 

Our choice for the transmitter (Tx and Rx) was the XBee PRO 868MHz [10] (view 
Annex A), which is the best option we have found. It is small, designed to operate 
with the Arduino, it has a long RF line-of-sight range (of more than 40km 
according to the manufacturer), its transmission power is 315mW, the receiver 
sensitivity is -112 dBm and it works at 3.3V. This should not be an inconvenient 
because the Arduino can provide this voltage. In addition, the best way to connect 
the XBee to the Arduino is a shield [11]; this one will be directly connected to the 
microcontroller so that it can continue to facilitate the connection to its pines. The 
XBee was placed on top of the shield. The XBee has a SMA connector, so the 
antenna connected to this XBee must also have an SMA connector, and besides 
it should be a low-gain antenna with low directivity (see Figure 1.11), as it is 
difficult to get continuously high precision information about the FourCast’s 
inclination and attitude. As a consequence, we chose to use a monopole antenna. 
[12] (view Annex A). 
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Figure 1.11 XBees (Tx & Rx), Shields (Arduino & USB) and antenna. 

 
 
 
 
 
This system does not need any additional wire connecting the microcontroller to 
the XBee because the shield does all these functions, already allowing the 
appropriate communications between both components. There is a switch on top 
of the shield which allows the user to select between "USB" and "XBee".  By 
selecting "XBee", the XBee will send all the data printed in the serial monitor; if, 
in the other hand, "USB" is selected the microcontroller will send the serial 
monitor data through the USB port, as usual. 
 
The XBee is capable of transmitting the serial monitor output of the Arduino, 
directly using the connections of the shield so all pin remains unused. All the data 
sent through the hardware serial ports of Arduino (0 and 1 digital) may also be 
sent.  
 
Once the transmission part is completed we must consider the reception and how 
the communication between both XBee’s might be achieved. The ground station 
does not need a microcontroller because a standard PC can be used. The XBee 
used for reception will be the same as the one used for transmission, whereas 
the shield in this case will be a different device [13], see Figure 1.11. As we do 
not have an Arduino for reception, the shield needed must have a USB connector 
to the PC, and the XBee will go on top of it. The antenna is also being different 
from the one we used for transmission. For reception, it is more convenient to 
use a high gain antenna. We have taken a standard YAGI antenna [14] (see 
Figure 1.12), used for TV, which has a BNC connector (view Annex A). We then 
need an adapter that goes from this BNC connector to the SMA connector we 
have in the XBee.  
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The final stage to close this system relies on the communication software that we 
will use in order to connect both XBee’s. The software that we will use is called 
X-CTU [15]. This software will allow us to configure both XBee’s so that they have 
the same characteristics. After having installed the software we must connect 
each one of the two XBee PRO to the USB shield in order to configure them with 
the software. 
 
The X-CTU software automatically detects the XBee modules connected through 
COM ports, and has an automatically search feature. In order to “discover” the 
XBee connected to the PC we must use this feature. We only need to select the 
COM adapter where the XBee is connected as shown in Figure 1.13 (emulated 
through USB). 
 

 
Figure 1.13 X_CTU Auto Search feature 

Figure 1.12 Rx antenna (17 dB gain) 
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Once the XBee device is correctly added, the user can perform multiple 
configuration tasks, as updating the radio firmware or changing some network 
parameters. 
 
One important step of this process is to choose one of the two transmitters as the 
Master or Coordinator. In our case this one will be the ground station transmitter. 
This transmitter will be able to synchronize and communicate with other 
transmitters, just like when we use satellite communications, and the ground 
station gets information from more than one satellite. Therefore, when we 
connect the ground transmitter we must configure it as the Coordinator, and the 
XBee located in the probe will be called Standard Node. 
 
X-CTU allows multiple of network configurations, but in our case, the simplest will 
be used. The radio parameters that we need to configure are the following: 
 

 PAN ID: We need to establish a common network ID for both XBee. For 
example, 746E. This parameter is the same in both modules. 

 

 Destination High DH: Here goes the High address (see Figure 1.14, DH) 
of the opposite XBee respect the one that we are configuring.  

 

 Destination Low DL: Here goes the Low address (see Figure 1.14, DL) 
of the opposite XBee respect the one that we are configuring.  

 

 
Figure 1.14 Back of XBee modules 

 
 

 Data Rate BD: 9600 bauds at both. 

 

 Coordination Enable CE: One XBee as Coordinator and the other one 
as End Device. 

 
We will select a modulation rate of 9600 bauds, as the amount of data that we 
are sending is small, and we do not need high bit rates. A low bit rate also 
improves the energy per bit, and therefore also improves the range of the 
communication system. Once both transmitters are configured, we place them in 

DH 
DL 
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their respective positions and we tap the “Working mode” button, then we tap 
“Open” and we will see how both transmitters communicate. 
 
 

1.3.1 Signal quality calculations 
 
In order to ensure that the election of components was correct, we calculated the 
quality parameters of the received signal. This allowed us to obtain the range of 
communications (possible line of sight) and the quality of the signal referred to 
the noise. We considered different type of attenuations (LS: free space losses, La: 
atmospherical losses and LlRx: transmission line losses) and a Fading Margin 
(FM) of 20 dB. Additionally, we also took into account the gains of the antennas, 
both Rx and Tx, the sensitivity of the receiver and the transmitted power. All the 
values of these parameters were taken from the components datasheets. 
 
First of all, we calculated the maximum range at which the signal can be received: 
 

𝑃𝑅𝑥(𝑑𝐵𝑊) = 𝑃𝑇𝑥(𝑑𝐵𝑊) + 𝐺𝑇𝑥(𝑑𝐵𝑖) + 𝐺𝑅𝑥(𝑑𝐵𝑖) + 𝐹𝑀(𝑑𝐵) − 𝐿𝑠(𝑑𝐵)
− 𝐿𝑎(𝑑𝐵) − 𝐿𝑙(𝑑𝐵) 

( 1.18 ) 

 
 

𝐿𝑠 = 142 𝑑𝐵𝑊 − 5𝑑𝐵𝑊 + 0.6 𝑑𝐵𝑖 + 17 𝑑𝐵𝑖 − 20 𝑑𝐵 − 3.17 𝑑𝐵
− 1.35 𝑑𝐵 = 130.08 𝑑𝐵 

( 1.19 ) 

 
 

130.08 𝑑𝐵 = (
4𝜋𝑑

𝜆
)

2

 
( 1.20 ) 

 
 

𝑑 =
√1.02 · 1013 · 0.3456𝑚

4𝜋
= 87.77𝑘𝑚 

( 1.21 ) 

 
 
 
This range only gives us information about the electrical range of the signal, it 
does not inform us about the actual content of the signal, the digital data. In order 
to compute signal quality at data level (Eb/No) we need to characterize the noise 
figure of the receiver. We have configured the XBee modules to use a baud rate 
of 9600 baud/s. Assuming BPSK modulation and Nyquist criteria, we have a 9600 
bits/s bit rate (R). In order to characterize the noise figure of the receiver we need 
to estimate the antenna temperature. Considering that the antenna is pointing to 
the sky, and taking into account the effect of the solar beams we estimate an 
antenna noise temperature (Tant) of 2000K. If we use this value alongside the 
noise figure of the coaxial cable that joins the antenna to the receiver we obtain 
a global receiver noise temperature (Ts) of 2105.7K. This values allow us to 
compute the Eb/No for the budget link at our maximum distance, 35km. 
 

𝐸𝑏

𝑁0

(𝑑𝐵) = 𝑃𝑇𝑥(𝑑𝐵𝑊) + 𝐺𝑇𝑥(𝑑𝐵𝑖) + 𝐺𝑅𝑥(𝑑𝐵𝑖) − 𝐿𝑠(𝑑𝐵) − 𝐿𝑎(𝑑𝐵)

− 𝐿𝑙(𝑑𝐵) − (𝐾 · 𝑇𝑠 · 𝑅) 

( 1.22 ) 
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𝐸𝑏

𝑁0
= −5 𝑑𝐵𝑊 + 0.6 𝑑𝐵 + 17𝑑𝐵 − 1.35𝑑𝐵 − 3.17𝑑𝐵 − 122.1𝑑𝐵

+ 155.54𝑑𝐵 = 41.5𝑑𝐵 

( 1.23 ) 

 
 
With this calculation of signal quality parameters, we can assume good coverage 
and good quality of the transmitted data during all the experiment. 
 
 

1.4 FourCast retrieval and enhanced communications system 
 
The design of the retrieval system for the probe emerged as a necessity during 
the first meetings of the project. The GPS system automatically shuts down when 
reaching an altitude above 18.000 meters. This will be explained in detail in the 
GPS section of the chapter. The natural conclusion of this is accepting that the 
upper leg of the whole FourCast trajectory will be done under conditions of dead-
reckoning navigation. The absence of accelerometers inside the structure of the 
FourCast makes it difficult to follow its trajectory once the GPS system shuts 
down. If this situation happens the telemetry collected during the lift phase can 
still be used, however it will not be easy to know its location when it lands because 
the XBee signal might have been lost. 
 
In order to avoid this situation and to increase probability of retrieval, an additional 
communications system was proposed, under the following premises: 
 

 The system must be able to communicate without depending on 

directive antennas. 

 The system must be able to transmit the whole telemetry and 
parameters. 

 

 The system must be able to work during the falling phase of the 
device, until landing. 

 
Based on these requirements, the necessity of a more-complex system was 
clear. We decided to jump into the Internet of Things (IoT) [16] world and make 
the Arduino microcontroller inside the FourCast able to talk (talk IP?) IP and 
communicate with any device connected to Internet in the world. Figure 1.15 
schematically summarizes this mission: 
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Figure 1.15 Schematic showing the functions of the retrieval system 

 
 
The main goal of connecting Arduino to the Internet is to send the telemetry to a 
RESTful service [17] installed on a known Web Server. Then, the service will save 
that data in a relational database. We will use the following components for that 
goal. 
 

 1x ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module. 

 1x HSDPA modem + Wi-Fi access point. 

 1x Ld1117v33 linear voltage regulator. 

 1x 100nF capacitor. 

 1x 10uF capacitor. 

We also need a Web Server with a public IP address, with port forwarding if 

necessary. 

1.4.1 Design process 
 
The Arduino Uno used for processing the mission data onboard the probe is not 
capable of connecting to the Internet by his own means. Therefore, external 
components need to be added to the device. First of all, our investigations based 
on the paper UMTS-HSDPA in High Altitude Platforms (HAPs) Communications 

[18] showed us that HSDPA networks (that provide 3G internet access to cell 
phones) have good availability in high altitudes, even above 20km. This 
availability is increased in rural areas, like the one that will be used for the 
FourCast launch. This is why we decided to use the HSDPA network in order to 
connect the FourCast microcontroller to the Internet. 
 
As the availability of IoT Wi-Fi clients compatible with Arduino is much higher than 
HSDPA IoT clients, we decided to create a small Wi-Fi network inside the probe, 
using a HSDPA modem that also acts as a Wi-Fi access point, known 
commercially as MiFi modems [19] (see Figure 1.16). Choosing the HSDPA 
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modem is not complex, because we only had to focus on weight, size and battery 
life and because, actually, all models are quite similar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

The selection of the ESP8266 [20] (see Figure 1.17) (view Annex A) module was 
done under the following characteristics: 

 One of the cheapest IoT modules in the market. 

 High stability over large variety of 802.11 networks. 

 Automatic reconnection. 

 Rich and customizable firmware, with lots of protocols default 

enabled (DHCP, DNS, TCP, UDP…). 

 Serial interface, ability to control it using large variety of AT 

commands. 

 Ease of interaction with any kind of microcontroller. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The ESP8266 module power ratings state that it can consume up to 150mA at 
boot time. This is much higher than the current which Arduino can provide (max 
50mA). This could be the cause of undesired behaviors, like random 
disconnections or unexpected shutdowns. This is why the ESP8266 needs to be 
feed directly from the battery, using a 3.3V regulator [21] (view Annex A).  
 
The capacitors are used to avoid overloading and for increasing the efficiency of 
the linear voltage converter. They must be connected as shown in Figure 1.18. 
 

Figure 1.16 Vodafone R216 HSDPA modem MiFi 

Figure 1.17 ESP8266 Wi-FI module 
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Figure 1.18 3.3 Voltage regulation 

 
 
 

We can connect the Tx and Rx serial ports of the ESP8266 to any of the 
customizable digital ports of Arduino, but we need to take careful record of this 
information in order to configure the SoftwareSerial library afterwards. In some 
ESP8266 boards the CH_PD pin needs to be connected to 3.3V also. The Tx pin 
is labeled UTXD and the Rx pin is labeled as URXD (see Figure 1.19). 
 
 

 
Figure 1.19 ESP8266 pin function 

 
 
 

The Arduino code used to send the HTTP petitions to the server is shown in 
Annex B. 
 
 

1.4.2 WCF RESTful service 
 
In order to receive the petitions made by the ESP8266 in the FourCast, we need 
to create server code. The main purpose of this code is to create the interface 
needed to communicate with the FourCast, and to insert the data that it sends 
into a SQL database. In order to do that, a computer equipped with Windows will 
be accommodated to host the RESTful service, using Internet Information 
Service (IIS) [22]. The reasons for choosing a Windows machine are: 
 

 Fully integrated Visual Studio 2015 solutions, that can be deployed 

directly into IIS. 

 Existing templates for RESTful interfaces in Visual Studio 2015. 

 Free licenses for Visual Studio 2015 using the UPC student 

account. 

 The developed code can be installed in any Windows computer 

(easy available) 

 

The Windows machine where the service will be implemented will need to meet 
the following requirements: 
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 .NET Framework 3.5 or above: 

 Port forwarding (preferably 80 TCP) 

 Non-blocking Firewall. 

 SQL Server (Express versions are free) 

Besides above requirements a few Windows packets need to be installed, using 
the “Add Features” option inside “Programs” at Control Panel: 
 

 .Net Framework 3.5 

o HTTP Activation 

 Internet Information Services (standard selection) 

o ASP 

o ASP.NET 3.5 

 

Once this features are correctly installed, the program IIS can be run and we can 
use the computer as a Webserver. 
 

1.4.3 Server code 
 
The full server code is included in Annex B, but in order to understand how it 
works and for didactic purposes the basics will be explained in this section. 
The code is written in C#, and the project structure is shown in Figure 1.20. 
 

 
Figure 1.20 Code structure for the RESTFUL service  

 
 

The most important files are: 

 MissionControl.svc: Contains the code for the service operation 

that inserts the data sent by the FourCast into the SQL database. 

 IMissionControl.cs: Interface that implements the operation 

included in the above file. It contains the definition of the 

operation, including inputs and outputs, and response format. 

 Web.config: Contains information about the service endpoints 

and connection strings. It also contains information about the 

allowed methods (GET, POST, etc.) and the SQL database 

connection string. 
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We have defined only one service operation, which is the one that inserts the 
mission data into the SQL database. 
 
 

1.4.4 SQL Database 
 
In order to store the data, a SQL database will be used, with a single table and 
the following columns (see Figure 1.21). 
 

 
Figure 1.21 SQL Table columns 

 

 RxTimestamp stores the timestamp when the packet is received at the 

server 

 ExtTemp stores the external temperature (RTD sensor) 

 IntTemp stores the internal temperature (LM35 sensor) 

 ExtPres stores the external pressure (MPX2200AP sensor) 

 Lat stores latitude (GPS) 

 Lon stores longitude (GPS) 

 Alt stores altitude (GPS) 

 HeatOn: informs if the heating system is on (MOSFET switch) 

 TxSeq: numerical sequence. 

 TxTimestamp: timestamp when the packet is sent by the probe (GPS) 

 

1.5 FourCast positioning system 
 
The knowledge of the real-time position of the probe is an important asset that is 
needed for the success of the overall mission. Without it, the other measures 
provided would lack of consistency. It is known that temperature and pressure 
magnitudes vary as a function of height, therefore a system capable of reading 
height must be provided to give consistency and coherence to the measured 
magnitudes. Typically, altitude has been measured using barometric readings 
(see Figure 1.22). Altitude can be calculated knowing pressure’s rate of change 
as a function of height and having also the sea level pressure as a reference. In 
the experiment, but, the pressure sensor should not be used to compute the 
altitude because we would enter in a circular process where pressure and altitude 
would be co-dependent. In order to obtain consistent data, we must use an 
independent source of information for altitude readings. 
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Figure 1.22 Pressure altimeter US Patent #2.099.466 

 
 
Other kind of altimeters are RADAR altimeters, which can calculate altitude by 
using radio waves directed to the ground, measuring the latency between the 
emission and the comeback of the wave. This kind of systems require advanced 
antennas and therefore would not be suitable for the CanSat. 
 
Luckily, nowadays it exists Global Navigation Satellites Systems (GNSS) that can 
provide accurate navigational information, three-dimensional position 
coordinates and a precise time signal. If we obtain this information continuously 
derived magnitudes such as speed or acceleration can also be computed, both 
in module and as vector quantities. If we provide the probe with a GNSS module 
it will be able to read three-dimensional accurate position data and a rich of other 
data: 
 

 Altitude can be used to compare temperature and pressure readings to 

the ISA standards. 

 Lateral position can be used to place in real time where the probe is plus 

estimate possible landing locations for recovery purposes. 

 Vertical speed data can be used to estimate how long will the probe take 

to reach the desired altitude.  

The GNSS system that will provide this information is the GPS. We have chosen 
GPS because it is globally available, it is very well documented and due to its 
easiness for finding resources and modules. 
 
 

1.5.1 Fundamentals of Global Positioning System (GPS) 
 
Developed during the mid-70s by the U.S Military, and opened to civilian use after 
the incident of Korean Air Lines Flight 007, that was shot down in soviet air space 

[23], GPS provides a global constellation of satellites that, along with triangulation 
principles can be used to compute users’ positions. Using information included in 
navigation messages broadcasted from at least 4 GPS satellites constellation, a 
receiver can estimate its position. A navigation message includes precise 
information about the coordinates of the GPS satellite that transmits it, and a 
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precise timestamp that marks when the signal was generated, referenced in GPS 
time, a common and precise clock reference along all the GPS network. As 
mentioned above, a receiver requires at least 4 satellites in order to compute its 
position, three in order to make the triangulation of the position and one to 
synchronize the time framework of the receiver with the common GPS clock 
onboard the satellites. The equations needed to be solved are shown in Figure 
1.23. 

 
Figure 1.23 Pseudo-range navigational equations. 

 
 
 

More than 4 satellites can be used for estimating position, and in that case the 
pseudo inverse matrix has to be used in order to obtain a square matrix that can 
be used to solve the system. In this way, local errors are minimized, and a more 
precise estimation is provided. 
 
The GPS navigational system is broadcasted to Earth in several frequency bands 

[24]. Most of the civilian receivers use the C/A signal, transmitted in the L1 band, 
at 1575.42MHz. The GPS receivers are built in with the known as COCOM limits 

[25]. Basically, the receiver stops working if it calculates that its position is above 
18km or its speed is superior to 1800km/h. This limit was imposed in order to 
avoid using civilian GPS for guiding ICBMs or military purposes. The altitude limit 
is a major drawback for our experiment, since we will have to deal with dead 
reckoning navigation. 
 

1.5.2 Obtaining position from GPS 
 
For this project, we have decided to use the GY-NEO6MV2 GPS Module [26] 
(see Figure 1.24) (view Annex A). 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.24 The GY-NEO6MV2 GPS module. 
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This GPS module includes a firmware that processes the GPS navigation signal 
and computes the position equations. The resulting information from the 
computations is encoded into NMEA 0183 protocol [27] and transmitted via serial 
communication. This is an important change respect the pressure and 
temperature systems. The Arduino microcontroller will not do any computations 
this time, all the computations are done by the firmware of the receiver. The only 
thing that the Arduino must do now is to gather the information communicated via 
serial port from the GPS receiver. This is useful because it saves memory space 
and computational workload for the microcontroller. 
 
We can feed the GPS module directly from the 3.3V or the 5V sources from 
Arduino. The GPS module works at 3.3V, but has a built-in voltage regulator, so 
it can be supplied with 5V also. The GND must be referenced with the Arduino 
GND and the Tx and Rx pins can be connected to any of the free use digital ports 
of the Arduino (2-7).  
 
Therefore, we will need a serial bus emulator, in order to provide Arduino an 
interface to communicate with the GPS module. The library SoftwareSerial [28] 
accomplishes that. SoftwareSerial can convert two any digital ports into a serial 
bus. It has its limitations, for example, two serial buses created with this library 
can’t communicate simultaneously. Figure 1.25 shows the connections that we 
will do. 

 
  
 
 
The code implemented in the microcontroller can be found in Annex B. 
 
We can see that the GPS module communicates the position information via 
NMEA 0183 sentences. The serial monitor will look like Figure 1.26. 
 

 
Figure 1.26 Examples of NMEA 0183 sentences 

 
 

Figure 1.25 GPS module connections with Arduino 
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As we can see, position information is encoded into $GPRMC sentences. In order 
to parse all the information from the NMEA 0183 sentences into concrete 
variables (latitude, longitude and altitude) we will use the TinyGPS [29] library. 
TinyGPS is just a NMEA parser, it reads NMEA sentences and obtains the 
information from them, without the tags and other particularities of the protocol. It 
also includes some more advanced functions, like distance calculation between 
two points, speed indicator and more. 
 
 

1.6 FourCast heating system 
 

The heating system was not expected to be in our FourCast at the very beginning; 
however, we realized it was necessary to include it in order to control the internal 
temperature and avoid negative values which might affect the electronics. There 
are two subsystems inside the heating system. On the first hand, we have a 
sensor that controls the internal temperature. On the other hand, we have a sort 
of heater necessary to protect the electronics. Both systems require few 
electronic components, which is convenient to us, as they will not take up much 
space inside the FourCast.  
 
The components that will be used to design these systems are listed below (view 
Annex A for datasheets): 
 

 A temperature sensor (LM35) [30] 

 2x 100 resistors of 1W 

 A MOSFET transistor [31] 

 An aluminum plate 
 
The first system is very easy to design as it only consists of the temperature 
sensor. This sensor will be fed by the microcontroller and will show as an output 
value the voltage that corresponds to the surrounding temperature. The 
sensitivity of this sensor is 10mV/ºC so, the corresponding voltage value must 
increase 100 times in order to get the resulting internal temperature. 
 
The second subsystem consists of the solution we propose in order to avoid 
freezing the electronics (most components do not operate at temperatures near 
or below 0 ºC). To avoid this condition, we decided to build a heater (see Figure 
1.27). We can appreciate in this Figure that a cable is not connected. This cable 
should be connected to the microcontroller’s PWC pin. 
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Figure 1.27 The heating system 

 
 
As we do not want to heat all the electronics during the whole time of the mission, 
we decided to implement a MOSFET that works as a switch. This MOSFET 
should be used went the temperature is below a given value. The electronics can 
be heated by letting pass current to the 2 resistors connected in parallel. To 
dissipate enough heat, and in a higher area, we decided to place an aluminum 
plate (see Figure 1.28) on top of both resistors. This second subsystem takes as 
reference lectures, the values extracted from the internal temperature sensor. If 
the value read by the temperature sensor is higher than the one chosen as the 
switch value, the transistor will stop working and the resistors will stop heating. 
We have set 2ºC as the temperature below which the heater is to be turned on, 
whereas it is not until the temperature is above 3ºC that the MOSFET will be 
turned off.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is interesting to calculate the current used by these two resistors in order to 
know the power required. Considering that the voltage received by both resistors 
is 9V, we will have the following calculations: 
 

Figure 1.28 Aluminum plate. 
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𝑅𝑒𝑞 =  
𝑅1. 𝑅2

𝑅1 + 𝑅2
= 50Ω ( 1.24 ) 

 
 
 

𝐼 =
𝑉

𝑅𝑒𝑞
= 180 𝑚𝐴 ( 1.25 ) 

 
 
 

𝑃 = 𝑉. 𝐼 = 1,62𝑊 ( 1.26 ) 

 
 
We will have 1,62W for both resistors so 810mW per resistor. 
 
 

1.7 FourCast power supply system 
 
The power supply system is crucial for our probe, because it provides the power 
to boost the entire system. Depending on the characteristics of the battery more 
components might be added and the probe’s autonomy would be modified. 
Besides, the choice of a battery may affect the final mass of the system. It is very 
important that the chosen battery gives enough power to all the systems 
described in the previous sections, as well as enough autonomy for the whole 
mission.  
 
Building the power supply system is not difficult: we have to choose a suitable 
battery and then connect it to the microcontroller. We have different options in 
terms of battery choice. We can choose between rechargeable or non-
rechargeable batteries, and between batteries with different voltages. Our first 
option was a non-rechargeable battery, because. this type of batteries are the 
most common ones, and because they can be lighter than the rechargeable ones. 
In addition, we had to select the battery depending on its voltage and capacity.  
 
The first thing we needed to do was to verify which is the voltage that can be 
supplied to our microcontroller. In our case, we could have a supply voltage 
between 7 and 12V. If we wanted to feed our microcontroller with a single battery, 
we could use a 9V battery. However, the main drawback of these batteries is their 
low capacity with respect to smaller non-rechargeable ones. As an alternative, 
we could use AA alkaline batteries, but their low voltage (1.5V each) meant we 
would have needed at least 5 of them, which meant an unnecessary increase in 
mass and volume quite against the philosophy of this kind of devices. This meant 
that the 9 V battery was the best option in our case to supply the power necessary 
for the entire probe.  
 
The components of the power supply system are a 9V Energizer battery [32] (view 
Annex A), which has a capacity of 625mAh and a battery retainer clip, which in 
our case is a Bud Industries battery retainer (see Figure 1.29) [33].  
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In order to calculate the nominal capacity required by FourCast we need to know 
the operating current of its different components. As a summary, these 
components are: the Arduino UNO, the pressure sensor (MXP2200), the internal 
temperature sensor (LM35), the external temperature sensor (RTD1000), the 
GPS, the XBee PRO, the voltage doubler (MAX660) and the recovery system 
(ESP8266). 
 
It must be noted that there are some elements that do not require constant current 
throughout time; this is the case of the GPS, the recovery system or the XBee 
PRO.  The reason for these different current values is that they have different 
working modes: transmission, reception, sleep mode, etc. The XBee PRO will 
always be transmitting during the mission, so it will always operate at maximum 
current, however, the recovery system will only transmit 3s per minute and the 
remaining 57s will be in sleep mode; in this case, we calculate the mean current. 
GPS will be working continuously, so maximum current will be used for the 
calculations.  
 
The following table shows the current taken from each element from their 
corresponding datasheets (Table 1.3). 
 

Elements Current used (mA) 

Arduino UNO [34] 46 

MXP2200 6 

LM35 0.091 

Pt1000 0.45 

GPS 67 

XBee PRO 65 

MAX660 0.120 

ESP8266 21.25 

Voltage doubler 10 

Table 1.3 Current used by elements in the probe. 
 
 
Once we have these values we must add them up to get the total required current 
of the system (215.9mA). We can get the autonomy of the system: 
 
 

𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦 =
𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
=

625𝑚𝐴ℎ

215.9𝑚𝐴
= 𝟐. 𝟗𝟏 𝒉 ( 1.27 ) 

Figure 1.29 9V battery with retainer clip 
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The current required by the heating system is high, but difficult to determine, as 
we cannot a priori tell for how long it will be operating (we merely know that it will 
be on when the room temperature goes below 2ºC). This is the reason why it has 
not been included in the equation 1.27, as it is not certain. Nonetheless, we can 
estimate operation time of the system with the data obtained from tests described 
in chapter 3 of this document. The temperature inside the probe will remain above 
2ºC around 2.5 hours since launch. At that point and at the rest of the flight the 
heating system will switch on and off, approximately being active 50% of the time. 
If we take the calculations in equation 1.25 and estimate that the system is active 
25% of the FourCast flight and guess that total flight time is 6 hours, the capacity 
drained by the system is approximately 67.5mAh. We estimate this could shorten 
battery life between 10% to 15% respect the previous calculations. 
 
In order to make sure that the probe will have enough autonomy we have traded 
charge by mass and included an additional PP3 battery to be connected in 
parallel to the first one. By connecting the batteries through a blister, we get two 
different outputs: one to feed the microcontroller and another to will feed the 
recovery system. 
 

1.8 FourCast Arduino UNO microcontroller 
 
All the data coming from the different sensors has to be acquired and converted 
into a digital quantifiable signal, in order to obtain real measures on the read 
magnitudes. Also, it is necessary to communicate with the digital devices, such 
as the GPS or the ESP8266. There are multiple programmable types of devices 
that can achieve all these things, each one with singularities that make him 
appropriate or not for the experiment. Mainly, we could choose between two 
alternatives: 
 

 Microcontroller (such as Arduino, Funduino, etc) 
o Low power consumption (50mA) 
o Low computational power 
o Small and compact. 

 

 Microprocessor (such as Raspberry Pi) 
o Bigger computational power 
o Huge power consumption (1.5A) 
o May need peripherals. 

 
In our case, the choice is quite clear, as we do not need to make elaborated 
calculations and power consumption is one of our main limitations. We only need 
to gather analog data from the sensors and handle communications with two 
devices, using serial interface. This is why the most appropriate choice is a 
microcontroller. We chose Arduino UNO [35] (see Figure 1.30) (view Annex A), 
which features an ATmega328P microcontroller with 14 digital I/O and 6 analog 
inputs. It has a clock speed of 16MHz and 32kB of EEPROM for storing the 
instructions. As the code that we need to write for our purpose is quite simple, we 
do not need higher memory and therefore Arduino UNO makes the perfect 
choice. Also, it is a very common model and there are lots of accessories that 
can fit into it, like the XBee shield. This also makes the whole project cheaper. 
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Figure 1.30 Arduino UNO board like the one used at the project 

 

 
 

1.8.1 Digital low pass filter  
 
During the design phase, we put a lot of effort in reducing the noise on the analog 
sensor systems, designing first order and second order low pass filters. Second 
order filters require more components and, if they are designed as active filters 
(such as second order Sallen-Key) they also have a power consumption 
component that cannot be neglected. Doing multiple tests, we found out that most 
of the noise was added during the quantification process on the Arduino UNO 
microcontroller. This is because the sampling is done at 1.1V (it is a low voltage, 
and a few mV of noise can alter the result significantly) and because the quality 
of the DAC is not very good (there exists better devices). Taking this into account, 
we realized that the most effective way to reduce noise was performing multi 
sampling in the Arduino code, working as a digital low pass filter. In our case, it 
resulted more convenient to take 15 samples of pressure during 3 seconds and 
take the mean value than to add higher order low pass filters. This is why we only 
use first order filters. We can afford to use these first order filters because we do 
not need to send data at very high speed, as that kind of low pass digital filter 
consumes processing time. 
 

1.8.2 Considerations about the digital I/O 
 
As explained in section 1.5 (FourCast Retrieval and enhanced communications 
system), the ESP8266 is feed directly from the batteries, and not from the 
Arduino, due to current requirements. Digital communication in Arduino UNO 
microcontroller is at 3.3V, so it is very important that the battery GND pole and 
the Arduino UNO GND are shared. If both GND are not put in common, then the 
digital I/O pins do not read correctly the data sent through them. In order to 
achieve that, it is necessary to physically join the two GND, using cables. 
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1.9 Parachute 
 
There are several ways to lift the probe into the upper layers of the atmosphere. 
We decided to use a helium balloon to do so, mainly because we do not need a 
high climb rate and it’s simpler than using a rocket. In chapter 4 we will describe 
the particular helium balloon used in our case for the experiment. 
 
As the balloon holding the probe increases its height the atmospheric pressure 
decreases and, eventually, becomes much lower than the gas pressure inside 
the balloon. At this moment, the balloon explodes and the FourCast is expected 
to start a free-fall back to the ground. In order to slow-down the falling velocity 
and avoid risks we decide to include a parachute. 
 
After some research, we have seen that there are many types of parachutes, for 
instance cross shaped, flat and semi-spherical. We finally decided to implement 
the flat parachute [36]. Our first idea was to buy the parachute at a modeling shop, 
however, it was not available in Barcelona with the characteristics we needed. 
Further research in the existing literature lead us to opt for designing our 
parachute with an ordinary umbrella. 
 
Two forces are the ones acting on a parachute when falling. On the one hand, 
we have the gravity force, which will decelerate the system, and, on the other 
hand, we have the drag force from the parachute that will therefore reach 
equilibrium with the gravity force.  With this equilibrium, acceleration will become 
zero and the device will descent at a constant velocity.  
 
We also had to decide the dimensions of the parachute, and so using concepts 
from basic mechanics: 

 
Gravity force: 𝐹𝑔 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔 ( 1.28 ) 

 
 

Drag force: 𝐹𝐷 =
1

2
∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝑉2 ∗ 𝐶𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 ( 1.29 ) 

 
 

In these equations, we have: 
 
M: mass of the probe. 
g: acceleration of gravity, equal to 9.81m/s2 

: air density, consider it as the sea level density equal to 1.225kg/m3 
V: descent velocity of the probe. 
CD: drag coefficient of the parachute. 
A: total area of the parachute. 
 
 
Our parachute (an umbrella) can be approximated by a heptagon inscribed in a 
circumference of radius 0.53 m and thus its corresponding area is simply 0.769 
m2 (see Figure 1.31). 
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Figure 1.31 Parachute with its ropes 

 
 
The velocity of an object falling under the effect of gravity and friction expressed 
as above is: 
 

𝑎 =
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑔 +

𝑏

𝑚
𝑣2, 

( 1.30 ) 

 
with 
 

𝑏 =
1

2
𝜌𝐶𝐷𝐴 

( 1.31 ) 

 
 

This yields the expression   𝑣(𝑡) = √
𝑚𝑔

𝑏
tanh (√

𝑏𝑔

𝑚
 𝑡) 

 

√
𝑚𝑔

𝑏
  is the limit velocity, vlim, that is, the velocity of the object at time tending to 

infinity, and equals to the velocity achieved when gravity and drag balance each 
other. This value is technically reached at time tending to infinity, but at a time as 
short as t=1.4s the velocity of the object is already 0.999 vlim. Therefore, it is a 
good approximation to assume that the entire fall occurs at vlim, and thus: 
 
 

 

𝑚 ∗ 𝑔 = 
1

2
∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝑉2 ∗ 𝐶𝐷 ∗ 𝐴 

 

( 1.32 ) 

 

𝑉 = √
2 ∗ 0.7 𝐾𝑔 ∗ 9.81

𝑚
𝑠2

1.225
𝐾𝑔
𝑚3 ∗ 1.25 ∗ 0,7687 𝑚2

= 𝟑. 𝟒𝟏
𝒎

𝒔
= 𝟏𝟐. 𝟑

𝒌𝒎

𝒉
 ( 1.33 ) 

 
 
 

This velocity is very acceptable. It is not big enough to cause any damage and it 
is not small enough to make the FourCast glide away and move a long distance 
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from the launch location. Considering that the expected maximum height of the 
FourCast is about 35km and that it will descend at constant velocity we can easily 
infer that it will take about 4 hours to land after the deployment.  
 
Deploying the parachute was another delicate issue. First, we had to decide how 
to place and attach the parachute and the FourCast. It could either be free of 
retained somewhere so that the deployment will be mechanical or electronic. We 
have finally decided to place it freely (no mechanical or electronic deployment) 
but attached to the balloon. It will be placed between the FourCast and the 
balloon so that when the balloon explodes our parachute it will deploy 
automatically.  
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CHAPTER 2.  FOURCAST ASSEMBLY 
 

2.1 Assembly process 
 
In this chapter, we will talk about how we managed to fix and assemble all our 
components into the probe structure. We will focus on the different materials we 
have used to do this assembly, going from Dupont cables to soldering.  
Furthermore, we will see the design we have done for the system and how we 
have introduced all the different systems inside it.  We will also explain one 
significant feature of our device, which is its modular design. 
 
The number of systems that make the probe and the fact that components used 
are quite big in size, for example the XBee shield, make it impossible to fit it inside 
regular CanSat dimensions. As this project is not a part of any competition, just 
for scientific interest, we took the decision to make it slightly bigger and heavier. 
This decision gives us more freedom of design and also allow us to use all the 
systems previously described. 
 

2.1.1 Materials used 
 
Our first approach will pay attention on the different cables used, the soldering 
and the electronic boards. After designing all our electronic systems into a 
Protoboard to do the first tests, we started to think of a way of packing all these 
elements into the probe.  Our first thought was using printed circuit boards with 
all connections already build-in.  We would only have to weld the components but 
the most difficult part would already be executed. Nonetheless, by the time we 
ended all our designs it was August and we could not print those boards because 
the campus technical services were closed. That is why we decided to take 
simple boards and weld by ourselves all the circuits. 
 
When we designed our systems in the Protoboard, we saw that they took a lot of 
space because we had many cables going from one place to another and this 
compromised space. We wanted to reduce space to its minimum in order to 
reduce weight and the dimensions of the probe. The positive thing about the 
simple electronic boards is that the entire connections can be welded and there 
is no need for cables anymore, this was a huge advantage because we saw the 
occupied space decrease a lot. Nonetheless, the soldering of the components 
and subsequently the connections were not easy tasks considering that we had 
we had never welded before. It took us a lot of time to sold all the systems, 
because tin is not easy to manage the welder and the tin and it can sometimes 
go to undesirable places.  
 
As we said, we wanted all the systems to be very compact in order to reduce 
used volume; this increased the difficulty of the soldering.  We first started with 
the external temperature system (red) because it was the one that had more 
components and the higher number of connections (see Figures 2.1 & 2.2).  
Continuing with our goal of reducing space, we decided to add two systems 
together with the external temperature system in one same board: the ones 
chosen were the pressure system (blue) and the internal temperature system 
(purple). 
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Figure 2.1 Board 1 front’s view. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2.2 Board 2 rear view. 

 
 
 
Once we had this first board welded and in order to not to saturate all systems, 
we decided to take a second board. This second board carried the heating system 
and the retrieval system. Moreover, we also thought that this would be a good 
idea because we could place both boards face to face so that when the 
conditioning system worked it would heat up all the electronics in Board 1.  Board 
2 (see Figures 2.3 & 2.4) was smaller than the first one because both systems 
had fewer components, which made it also easier to weld them. 
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While welding these two boards we had some problems. The first problem 
reported was that we could regulate the welder temperature in order to speed up 
the soldering. However, if it was too warm it was not beneficial for us because we 
could not control the tin. On the other hand, if the welder was not that warm we 
could weld any component. We had to find an intermediate temperature where 
we could weld without burning the board and we could have a more accurate 
control of the tin too. When we finished welding both boards we measured if the 
system was working, however, sometimes we had incorrect values in our tester. 
The difficult part in this process was to check if all tin connections were done 
correctly and if they did not touch with other components. It was not easy because 
sometimes it was only a lack of tin in a specific place or that the tin touched other 
connections in the board so we had to use the welder again to manage the tin. 

Figure 2.3  Board 2 front’s view. 

Figure 2.4 Board 2 rear’s view. 
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We also had to remove some tin sometimes because the connection was not well 
welded. 
 
Furthermore, after having checked that all connections where correct, we thought 
about the connections that had to be made between the microcontroller to the 
boards. We could had used the same cables we had when we designed at the 
very beginning all the systems but we were not convinced of their functionality 
and flexibility. Therefore, we tried to find new cables in order to do better 
connections. While looking for information into other projects [37] we find out that 
there was a type of cables very useful for this kind of missions: the Dupont cables 
(see Figure 36). These cables are very flexible and make very good connections. 
In each board, we have single connectors in order to bring these cables from the 
microcontroller to the boards. Each connector has a different functionality, such 
as power supply, ground or getting output values among others. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 FourCast assembly procedures 
 
Once all components are correctly placed into their respective PCB and the 
connections have been tested, it is time to accommodate it into a common 
structure. It is important to keep all components closed up together, as it reduces 
the required space and it also helps controlling the temperature inside the probe. 
The design of the probe structure has been made according to the following 
principles: 
 

 Cylindrical shape (in order to seam a soda can) 

 Easy to assembly – disassembly (removable parts) 

 Modulable (easy to add or remove components and systems) 

Figure 2.5 Dupont cables 
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 Keep important systems closed up together (for example, the heater close 

to the PCB board with the sensors and the operational amplifier). 

Keeping these principles in mind, the design process can be started. 
 
 

2.2.1 Components to accommodate 
 
The whole probe systems are divided into 7 separate parts: 
 

 PCB 01: PCB circuit formed by the RTD temperature sensor, the LM35 

temperature sensor, the MPX2200AP pressure sensor and all the required 

electronics for the accommodation (capacitators, an operational amplifier 

and a voltage inverter). 

o Inputs: 5V and GND, all directly from Arduino. (2 pins). 

o Outputs: External temperature, external pressure and internal 

temperature read by Arduino analog inputs (3 pins). 

 

 PCB02: PCB circuit formed by the LD111v33 voltage regulator and the 

heating system (resistors with aluminum plate) 

o Inputs: 9V from battery, GND (from battery and Arduino), PWM 

control from Arduino (4 pins) 

o Outputs: 3.3V regulated voltage (2 pins) 

 

 GPS: GPS module with the ceramic antenna 

o Inputs: 3.3V and GND from Arduino (2 pins) 

o Outputs: Rx and Tx serial communication (2 pins) 

 

 ESP8266: ESP8266 Wi-Fi Client 

o Inputs: 3.3V regulated from the LD111v33, to the CH_PD and Vcc 

pin and GND (3 pins) 

o Outputs: Rx and Tx serial communication (2 pins) 

 

 Arduino Uno with XBee shield and antenna: 

o Inputs: 9V from the batteries and all the outputs above 

o Outputs: all the inputs above. 

 

 2x 9V batteries: 

o Outputs: 2x 9v/GND connectors: (one supplying the Arduino and 

the other one for the PCB02 board inputs) 

 

 Vodafone R210 MiFi Modem 

o No inputs or outputs 

All these parts can be seen separately in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 All FourCast Components 

 
 

2.2.2 Design process 
 
As we need a specific chassis to suit all the requirements, we decided to create 
our own 3D model, instead of looking for already constructed structures in special 
shops. This gives us the following benefits: 

 Precision: We can create slots very precisely, and also tailor screws’ 

positions. Besides that, the size of the container can be exactly as we 

need, making it extremely compact and therefore lighter. 

 Materials: As we can print it in a 3D printer, we can choose the type of 

plastic that satisfies our needs, taking into account several factors, such 

as thermal conductivity. 

 Cost: As the school owns a 3D printer we can use it in order to save money 

without looking at external providers. 

 Flexibility: We can save the 3D model and other people can modify it in 

the future to create another probes. 

Then we decided to create a cylindrical shaped structure, formed by two 
cylinders, one inside the other. The gap between the external and the internal 
cylinder will be filled with thermal insulation material. We decided to create slots 
in the internal cylinder, where flat walls can be placed. In the walls, the different 
components can be placed using cable ties, making the required holes with a 
drill. Both sides of the walls can be used to place the components, in order to 
optimize the use of space. 
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This design concept raised three main questions, after answering them we could 
have the characteristics of our cylinder: diameter and height. 
 

 How many walls do we need in order to accommodate the components? 

 How much space there must be between the walls in order to allow room 

for the components and the wires? 

 What should be the height of the walls? 

There is not a single correct answer, as there exist multiple configurations that 
will satisfy our needs. We measured all the components described in the previous 
section and planned their position in the different walls. After many designs, we 
used the one that convinced us the most, formed by the following pieces: 
 

 Internal cylinder: 

o Radius:   6,25 cm. 

o Height:   14 cm.  

o Thickness:  3 mm. 

 

 External cylinder: 

o Radius:  6,75 cm. 

o Height:  14 cm. 

o Thickness:  3 mm. 

 

 Cover (x2): 

o Radius:  6,75 cm.  

o Thickness:  3 mm. 

 

 Wall A: 

o Wide:   8,18 cm. 

o Height:  14 cm. 

o Thickness:   1,6 mm.  

 
 

 Wall B: 

o Wide:   11,34 cm. 

o Height:  14 cm. 

o Thickness:   1,6 mm.  

 

 Wall C: 

o Wide:   6,15 cm. 

o Height:  14 cm. 

o Thickness:   1,6 mm.  
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2.2.3 3D Printing materials  
 
The plastic structure of our experiment was specifically designed for its contents, 
and printed using PLA plastic. We think it is important to remark the importance 
of a well-done design in a 3D CAD software such as Solidworks. It is important 
to know the characteristics of the printer that will do the job. In the design 
software, the piece always look perfect and has the lengths specified by the 
maker, but the reality is that the 3D printer has margins and tolerances, and 
therefore the finish of the piece is not perfect. It is very important to keep this in 
mind during the piece design, giving enough separation space between multiple 
solids, in order to allow slots or other structures to work properly. 
 
The material chosen for the printing process is also important. It exists two type 
of plastics for generally available 3D printers: PLA and ABS. PLA is more 
common and it is also easy to work with. It melts at lower temperatures and its 
filaments are easy to manage, and it does not leave much dirt into the printer 
injectors. Despite that, this type of material is really porous and can present 
cracks at extremely low temperatures. As it is a porous material, its thermal 
conductivity is also a negative issue. 
 
ABS was a more appropriate material, having a lower thermal conductivity (which 
is good for thermal control issues), and a better surface finishing. The mechanical 
properties of ABS are also somewhat better than for PLA (specially strength, 
flexibility and machinability). 
 
Finally, we decided to use PLA instead of ABS because we did not have enough 
resources, and could not find a suitable vendor in the time we had. 
  
 

2.2.4 Components distribution 
 
The different components have to be placed into the walls, in a way that 
guarantees that they do not interfere with each other. Therefore, beside of the 
drills needed to accommodate the cable ties and fix the components, additional 
drills have to be made to pass the cables between the walls. The final distribution 
of the components is as follows: 
 
2.2.4.1 Wall A 
 

 Side A1 (facing internal cylinder, see Figure 2.7): 

o  The two 9V batteries, placed vertically one above the other. One 

cable tie fixes each one horizontally crossing them. 

o Cable Hole 01: placed vertically aligned with the batteries. This hole 

allows the battery clip cables to pass to the other side. 

 

 Side A2 (facing side B1, see Figure 2.8): 
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o Arduino + Shield + XBee, fixed with 2 cable ties using the existing 

Arduino screw holes. It is placed near the bottom down, in order to 

allow the antenna to be located outside the probe. 

2.2.4.2 Wall B 
 

 Side B1 (facing side A2, see Figure 2.9): 

o GPS, fixed with 2 cable ties using the existing GPS screw holes. 

o ESP8266, fixed with a single cable tie, crossing it horizontally. 

o Cable Hole 02: placed under the GPS, this hole enables a straight 

path to the Arduino analog inputs. 

o Cable Hole 03: placed above and between the GPS and ESP8266. 

This hole enables straight path for the battery cables that need to 

go to the side B2. 

 Side B2 (facing side C1, see Figure 2.10): 

o PCB02, fixed with 2 cable ties using drilled holes were no 

components or tracks were. It is placed behind the GPS. 

o Vodafone R201 MiFi modem, fixed using 2 cable ties, placed in 

front of to the PCB01. 

2.2.4.3 Wall C 
 

 Side C1 (facing side B2, see Figure 2.11): 

o PCB01, fixed with 2 cable ties using drilled holes were no 

components or tracks were. It is placed in front of PCB02 and the 

MiFi modem, as it needs the heating system that contains it. 

 Side C2 (facing internal cylinder): 

o Empty. 
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Figure 2.10 Side B2 
 
 

2.2.5 Additional customizations 
 
Two additional customizations have been made into the structure in order to 
complete the functionality: 

 Antenna Hole: Placed in the bottom cover It had to be perfectly aligned 

with the XBee SMA connector. In order to place it correctly we attached 

some blue tack adhesive into the XBee SMA connector and make it hit the 

bottom cover. Then the blue tack adhesive stood in the bottom cover and 

we knew exactly where to drill. 

 Parachute ring: Placed in the top cover, it had to be placed near the 

center of gravity, but also in a position where does not interfere with any 

Figure 2.7 Side A1 Figure 2.8 Side A2 Figure 2.9 Side B1 

Figure 2.11 Side C1 
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device inside the probe’s structure. Finally, the hole was placed near wall 

B, side B1, between the GPS and the ESP8266. 
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CHAPTER 3.  TESTS AND VALIDATIONS 
 
 
In this chapter, we will be talking about the different tests and validations we had 
performed in order to prove that the design we have created works the way it 
should. We have separated most of the systems but some of them are analyzed 
together due to the criteria we have followed, considering if they were in the same 
board or if they were related. 
 
Considering those caveats, we have done the following relations: the external 
temperature and the pressure systems are analyzed together, as are the heating 
system and the internal temperature system. All other systems are analyzed 
separately.  
 
We will be focusing on two different validations. On the one hand, we will talk and 
show all the electronic tests we have performed in order to ensure that the system 
was working as expected in the design chapter. On the other hand, we will 
perform the "real tests", the ones recreating a quite similar situation as the one 
we will have when launching our experiment.  
 
 

3.1 External temperature and pressure 
 
In this section, we will focus on the external temperature and the pressure 
systems. As we have already said before, we will first analyze the electronic tests 
we have performed to prove that the designs where correctly done. After these 
electronic validations, we will talk about the real tests we have done to check if 
our objectives could be realized. 
 

3.1.1 Electronic validations 
 
After designing both the external temperature and pressure systems, which were 
the ones we started with, we bought all the electronic components we needed to 
build the systems. These systems were built into a Protoboard to check if the 
values we calculated when designing them with the simulation software Proteus 
were the same or not.  
 
The first one we built in the Protoboard was the external temperature system (see 
Figure 3.1).  Remember from the design process that when having an output 
voltage from the external temperature system of 0V, this meant we were at -65ºC, 
on the other extreme, when the output voltage was 1.1V the temperature was 
35ºC. 
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Figure 3.1 External temperature system validation. 

 
 
 
In this case, we did the validation in the laboratory. Our output voltage measured 
with the tester gave us a value of 1.025V; this meant we were at an approximate 
temperature of 26ºC. We measured the temperature in different situations and in 
all of them we had values that corresponded to the external temperature. Thus, 
system worked correctly.  
 
On the other hand, we had the pressure system (see Figure 3.2), which had a 
range going from 0V to 1.1V corresponding to its output voltage. If the output 
voltage in the pressure system was 1.1V this would correspond to a pressure of 
118.5kPa, but if the value was 0V the pressure would be 0kPa. 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 3.2 Pressure system validation. 
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We can appreciate that the value is inside the range we wanted, as would indicate 
a pressure of 105.7 KPa. As for the external temperature system, we made 
different measurements to see if it really worked. In this case, we used a straw to 
expand and compress the air going into the pressure system in order to have 
different values as output voltage. 
 
After testing that the initial designs were correct, we welded both systems in the 
same electronic board and performed the same series of measurements as we 
did before. In this case, we had more issues because tin was a big problem. We 
were not able to ensure the connection between components and every time we 
reworked it we melted and touched other connections. The first measurements 
were incorrect as they showed saturated values. Once we made the 
corresponding improvements all the measurements were the same as the ones 
we had described in the design process (see Figure 3.3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When we measured the output values in the Protoboard we were not using the 
microcontroller.  Nonetheless, when these systems were built in the electronic 
boards, we introduced the program we have coded in the microcontroller in order 
to have the corresponding temperatures and pressures when the measurements 
were done. After doing so, the results of the tests kept giving correct pressure 
and temperature values. 
 

Figure 3.3 External temperature and pressure validation 
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3.1.2 Test 
 
When talking about real tests we are referring to the moment when everything is 
assembled in the probe and we recreate the situations we will have once we 
launch the probe.  
 
To check if the external temperature sensor and the whole electronics will work 
at low temperatures, we decided to introduce our experiment in a freezer. The 
freezer we used was at a temperature of -20ºC.  This temperature will be almost 
reached at 5500m or 18000ft. As our experiment will fly above this altitude and 
therefore the temperature will decrease until almost -60ºC, this test would not 
recreate exactly the real situation, however, we will have a closer approach. Our 
external temperature sensor can read until -65ºC, so it should work correctly in 
this situation. We did 3 tests in the freezer (view Annex C). In all of these tests 
we did not reached temperatures below -18ºC because of the power of the 
freezer, but the sensor kept giving the temperature without any problem. This is 
reason enough to estimate correct functionality in even lower temperatures.  
 
When we perform our launch, the external temperature sensor will be placed 
outside the probe, so that it will directly read the external temperature. However, 
when we did the tests, the temperature sensor was placed inside the structure of 
the experiment, attached to the upper cover. We did place it there because we 
wanted to measure the temperature descent we had with the thermal insulation 

[38]. We were not able to measure actual heat transfer rate because we did not 
have the thermal conductivity of the material. However, we can compute the 
mean cooling rate using empirical data from the tests, this will allow us to estimate 
the quality of the insulation material. We have to take the temperature read by 
the external sensor at a given time and compare it with the seam measure 60 
minutes later. If we do this calculation, we found that the cooling rate is -
28.74ºC/hour at a constant environment of -20ºC. 
 
Depending on the type of thermal insulation we use and the thickness of it, we 
will have a smaller rate, which will be the best for us. This will mean that the inside 
temperature will not drop dramatically and it might never be equal to the external 
temperature in the expected mission duration.  Considering that there are some 
parts of the electronics that cannot be at temperatures below 0ºC, it is essential 
protecting the inside. Figure 3.4 shows the moment when we placed the system 
inside the freezer. It is important to notice that we cannot be aware of the effect 
of humidity inside the freezer, nor of the effect of high atmospheric pressure (as 
compared to that going to be found during the actual mission). 
 

 
 

Figure 3.4 Experiment placed in the freezer (first test). 
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The pressure sensor needs another type of test to prove if everything is working 
the way we have planned. Our first idea was to place it outside the probe, but we 
realized it would not be as easy as we thought. Considering that the inside will 
not be pressurized, we could have our sensor inside the probe and it would work 
similarly than if we had it outside, although small deviations might take place 
respect outside pressure 
 
To test the pressure sensor, we had to vary the pressure around the sensor. 
Depending on the mass flow we have it will read one value or another. The best 
way to do this test is by using a digital barometer as a reference change the 
pressure extracting air and measure the amount of air extracted with the 
barometer.  By changing the pressure with the barometer, we can recreate low 
pressure similar to the ones we will have when our probe climbs to the 35km 
barrier. For instance, the only measurements we have varying pressure are the 
ones mentioned above with a straw. Despite we see some changes in the output 
voltage we cannot exactly know which was the pressure we were exerting to the 
pressure sensor. We could not find any suitable pressure measurement 
equipment in the campus facilities, so the pressure system validation is not 
completed at all, but serves as a good indicator of the behavior of the system. 
 
 

3.2 Power supply system 
 
The power supply system had always been a headache to us because although 
the design process was well calculated we always had this feeling that we did not 
know what would happen when launching the experiment. How long would the 
batteries last when the temperature drops below 0ºC? Would they last enough to 
cover the ascent climb before free falling? What we did know was that if the 
batteries dropped below 6V, the microcontroller would stop working and 
consequently all the electronics would do so and we would not receive the 
telemetry. 
 
Testing the external temperature system in the freezer would also be a challenge 
for the power supply system as we would be able to see if batteries can resist 
these conditions. It is important to say that introducing the probe in the freezer 
will mean that the temperature will be constant during the whole time, which is 
not the same situation we will have when we launch it. The temperature will be 
dropping following the ISA (International Standard Atmosphere) standards until it 
reaches the 11km barrier when it will be maintained constant at approximately -
60ºC up to 20km altitude. Hence, the behavior of the whole system cannot be 
measured, we cannot know how would react the inside components with these 
variations.  
 
The tests we have done revealed important information that will affect our further 
decisions. In all of the 3 tests, the probe stopped working 1h30’ after turning on 
the batteries. At that time, the external temperature reached the -15ºC mentioned 
above. It was surprising for us that this was the most accurate parameter we had 
extracted from the 3 tests, because it was the same on all 3 situations. External 
temperature was not exactly -15ºC on all 3 tests, internal temperature was not 
the same either, but the duration of the batteries was exactly the same. We 
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revised their datasheet and saw that the operating temperature went from -18ºC 
up to 55ºC. Therefore, we understood that 1h30’ after turning on the probe, 
batteries already reached the same temperature than the external temperature 
sensor and they stopped working because they were to near the lower limit of 
their operating temperature. Hopefully, these tests were performed with enough 
margin of time before launching the probe and we were able to look for an 
alternative solution to the battery system. 
 
We only had one issue. The new batteries had to fit in the small volume we had 
dedicated to the older batteries. This meant that the new batteries should be the 
same shape or similar. We found other 9V batteries designed by the same 
manufacturer, having the same shape and weighting 10g less. The main 
difference was the chemical system, instead of having zinc they were based on 
lithium [39] (view Annex A). This improved a little bit their capacity and what was 
more important, the operating temperature, they now reached -40ºC (see Figure 
3.5). Another improvement obtained with these batteries is their autonomy, as 
their capacity is increased with respect to the original ones. 
 

𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑦 =
𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑆𝑎𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
=

800𝑚𝐴ℎ

215.9𝑚𝐴
= 𝟑. 𝟕 𝒉 ( 3.1 ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Furthermore, to see if they could handle the freezer test and pass the -20ºC 
challenge, we had to do another test. The forth test we did was exclusively done 
with the lithium batteries, with 2 of them connected in parallel. We have already 
said that these batteries could work at an operating temperature of -40ºC, this 
meant that in principle the freezer test should be a normal test. The test went 
extremely well because we no longer had a 1h30 lifetime. We had the probe 
inside the freezer for more than 3 hours and we had no problems at all.  All 
systems were working perfectly and batteries were still giving the maximum 
power. 

Figure 3.5 New Lithium 9V battery. 
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3.3 Internal temperature and heating system 
 
These two systems are separate ones but they depend on each other. The 
internal temperature sensor reads values and depending on the temperature we 
have the heating system will be activated or not.  
 

3.3.1 Electronic validations 
 
Once we had the design process, we wanted to see if these two systems worked 
together the way we had expected. In this case, the electronics we had to build 
were very easy because they only comprised 4 elements: the 2 resistors, the 
MOSFET and the internal temperature system.  
 
Just as we did with the external temperature and pressure systems, we first 
connected them to a Protoboard. Our first try had not the aluminum plate, as we 
only wanted to see if the two resistors worked correctly. After this attempt, we 
saw that the heat radiated by the 2 resistors was not spread across the whole 
electronics inside the FourCast, instead if concentrated locally around the 
resistors; that is the reason why we added the aluminum plate. Once we had both 
resistors equipped with a single aluminum plate that packed them as a single 
unit, we did a second attempt (see Figure 3.6).  Therefore, to test both systems 
we connected the microcontroller to settle the transistor as a switch. The value 
selected was 2ºC, if the internal temperature was below it the transistor would 
automatically led the current pass and the resistors will heat up the electronics. 
We took an ice cube to force the internal temperature sensor to read lectures 
below 2ºC. We saw that when the temperature dropped, the heating system 
automatically heated up, proving that it worked as planned. The following 
condition we gave to the transistor was that if the value read was above 3ºC, it 
should turn off. We use these two values in order to prevent unnecessary 
flickering that could damage the MOSFET. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.6 Heating system validation. 
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3.3.2 Test 
 
The electronic validation was successfully executed. As we did with the other 
systems, we wanted to check how was their behavior when recreating an 
environment similar to the one we would have when launching the actual device.  
 
To test these systems, we also appealed to the freezer test because it is the one 
that place all systems in a similar environment as the one found when we launch 
the probe. The internal configuration we have decided for FourCast had a high 
importance because the heating system had to be in front of the electronics and 
specifically in front of the amplifier because it is the most delicate part. 
 
The internal temperature sensor was not attached to the cover like the external 
temperature sensor; instead it was in front of the recovery system, to use the 
synergy given by the slight warming of the voltage regulator that heated a little bit 
too. This information is quite useful because when we look at the telemetry we 
had in all the tests, we can appreciate quite notable differences between both 
temperature sensors. When analyzing the cooling rate of the internal sensor we 
find a rate of -15ºC/hour, as compared to the external one of -23ºC/hour. 
 
At the beginning, the internal temperature sensor measurements were quite 
constant for the first 30 minutes of the test; during this period of time the 
temperature had very small variations and it continued to have high values. As 
time progressed, the temperature started to drop. However, due the thermal 
insulation layer, it did not drop as fast as it did with the external temperature. At 
the end of the 3 tests, the internal temperature had not the same lecture on all 3, 
yet it was very different from the external temperature. The values were never 
under 6ºC, meaning this meant that the transistor continued to be switched off. 
This was very positive because the electronics resist all the tests, without having 
to appeal to the heating system.  
 
Furthermore, in the fourth test we did the time inside the freezer was longer, and 
we were able to see how the heating system worked. When we passed the 2 
hours’ barrier was overcome, we started to see values in the internal temperature 
sensor that were below 2ºC. This meant that the heater had been activated by 
these low temperatures. After 30 seconds, when we had the following reading 
the system already was above 3ºC and so the heating system was shut down 
again. It kept going this way during 1 hour and the heating system handled all 
these changes perfectly. We could appreciate how it was warming up all the 
electronics inside the experiment because the temperature increased when the 
heating system was turned on. In order to see if the transistor was activated or 
not we create a Boolean what in the Arduino code to show us its activity (view 
Annex C). 
 
As we have indicated, it is not only the configuration inside the probe that will help 
avoiding close to 0ºC temperature but also all the thermal insulation materials 
that we have used outside and inside the probe (see Figure 3.7). We have 
introduced a layer of aluminum between both cylinders, then we have reinforced 
both covers with some insulating tape, and after this we added another layer of 
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Figure 3.8 Design of the external thermal insulating materials. 

aluminum outside the bigger cylinder. Finally, we reinforced the aluminum with 
another layer of insulating tape (see Figure 3.8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.4 XBee communication system test validation 
 
Beside the analog sensor systems, the digital systems that communicate with the 
microcontroller had also been tested and validated. There are some requirements 
that must be fulfilled in order to guarantee operability for the whole project. The 
XBee communication system is the primary communications system of the probe, 
and its functionality needs to be assured as the secondary communications 
system (that uses mobile 3G signal) might stop working if the signal is lost. 
 
The requirements for the primary communications system are the following: 

 To receive all the packages sent by Arduino. 

Figure 3.7 Aluminum and insulation tape. 
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 To be able to access the content of those packets. 

 To be able to work when the antenna is not directly pointed to the 

probe. 

 To have a range equal or above 35km. 

 

3.4.1 Test design 
 
In order to verify if the communications components that we chose achieved 
these requirements, a test had to be designed, trying to mimic the conditions of 
the real operation. In our case, most of the communications parameters are 
already fixed, as described in Chapter 1. Then, there are only two main things 
that need to be tested. First, we need to make sure that we can receive data from 
Arduino in the ground station, using the X-CTU software. Then, we need to verify 
if the same data can be received at 35km distance, in line of sight. 
 
We had to find two locations, separated 35km approximately with direct line of 
sight contact, like two mountain peaks. We found two ideal locations nearby, the 
Collserola Tower and the Monastery of Montserrat (see Figure 51). 
 

 
Figure 3.9 Collserola to Montserrat line of sight distance 

 
 

The configuration of the XBee modules and Arduino code will be the same as the 
day of the launch, with the following values: 

 Transmit Power: 315mW 

 Baud rate: 9600 bauds 

 

3.4.2 Test 
 
The test was conducted the Saturday 24th of September. The test started at 08:00 
and the duration was approximately 2 hours. 
 
First, one of us arrived to the feet of the Collserola Tower, and set there the 
ground station, connecting the XBee to a laptop using the USB shield, and the 
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YAGI antenna connected to it. Then, the X-CTU software was configured to 
record all the received data, and the communication channel was opened. The 
YAGI antenna was pointed facing Montserrat (see Figure 3.10), the location 
where the probe was. 
 

 
Figure 3.10 Antenna position of the test, Montserrat at background 

 
 

The other member went to Montserrat (see Figure 3.11), and once he was there 
he connected the probe systems. The data transmission started immediately, but 
the data packets could not be fully retrieved at the ground station. 8 minutes after 
the transmission had started, the ground station received its firsts packets, by the 
sequence number of the packets we could know that were recently generated 
packets, so the first ones were lost. We also noticed that not all packets were 
received, as some sequence number would just skip. 
 
Then we started to make request from the ground station to FourCast. We used 
the RTS (Request To Send) functionality of the X-CTU software. This mode, 
sends constant pings to all connected modules to the ground station, and the 
modules answer if they are ready to receive data. We did not have any intention 
to send data from the ground station to the probe, but this is an excellent method 
for testing range, as the signal has to travel to the receiver in the probe and then, 
its reply has to make all the travel way back to the ground station. Once this mode 
was activated, we successfully received a response for all the RTS sent. This 
meant that the probe was in range, at 35km. 
 

 
Figure 3.11 Montserrat, Collserola at the background 
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We realized that some of the data packets (with probe sensor data) were not 
received because they were too huge and bit errors appeared. The RTS packets 
were approximately 80 times lighter and all of them were received successfully. 
As we do not need to send data at a high rate, we reduced the size of the packets, 
sending them on a longer time interval. In this way, less bits form the packets and 
more information can be retrieved, being able to receive all packets as usual. 
 
The conclusions we can extract form this test are that: 

 Packet size is important to assure good communication at 35km range. 

It is important to use small packets. 

 Line of sight is also important. If the ground station antenna is not 

correctly pointed, even the smallest packets are not received. 

 

3.5 GPS positioning system test validation 
 
The GPS system is another of the digital systems that communicate with Arduino 
using serial communication. As described in the Chapter 1, library SoftwareSerial 
will be used in order to emulate a serial port and stablish communication within 
the Arduino and the GPS device.  
 
The function of the GPS system is quite simple, positioning. The position 
requirements for the project are the following: 
 

 Obtain correct values of Latitude, Longitude and Altitude. 

 Detect errors in positioning and erase false data. 

 Great precision is not needed, but will be positively evaluated.  

 Receive data even with the GPS antenna inside the probe. 

 

3.5.1 Test design 
 
In order to design an effective test, let’s consider briefly how GPS receivers work, 
and how they solve the positioning equations. GPS devices solve iteratively the 
position equations, proposing solutions and minimizing the error, using 4 satellite 
references. This is why GPS devices do not show the position immediately after 
they are turned on, but after a few seconds or even minutes. They require some 
time in order to find an appropriate solution, iteratively. There are ways to reduce 
the startup time, for example, with more powerful processors for calculations or 
using more than 4 satellites. The relative position of the satellites also provides 
additional help in order to calculate the user’s position. It is always better to have 
the satellites placed in wide angles respect the receiver. Nevertheless, the GPS 
antenna must be a few minutes in a clear position with direct line of sight with the 
sky, in order to start receiving GPS data. Then, the test will go on as follows: 
 

 First, with the external structure opened, the antenna will be placed on top 

of the wires and near the ceiling overture. We will have to wait until the 
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green LED of the receiver blinks indicating that we have correct position 

data. 

 Once we receive data, we will fully close the probe, like we will on the day 

of the launch. Then we will see if we continue receiving data, even when 

the antenna is not in direct line of vision with the sky. 

 The test must be performed in an open-air location. 

 
 

3.5.2 Test  
 
Once we powered the device, it took 3 minutes and 53 seconds to start receiving 
GPS data. The first sentences that we received contained a large amount of error, 
around 50 meters. After 4 more minutes, the error reduced to 10 meters and the 
values were stable. The minimum error that we achieved was 10 meters (see 
Figure 3.12). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.12 Test location with received measures. 
 
To sum up, out of this test we draw the following conclusions: 
 

 The GPS of our system needs about 4 minutes to start receiving data, with 

the ceiling opened and the antenna facing the sky. 

 It is important not to close the probe until a few minutes more have passed. 

If the probe closing is made immediately after the GPS starts receiving 

data, it exists a high probability of losing coverage. 

 

3.6 FourCast recovery system test validation 
 
The final digital system that needs to be validated is the IoT module, the 
ESP8266. Let’s remind the main functions of this system: 

 To communicate telemetry even when the XBee signal is lost (ideal for 

recovery) 

 To insert telemetry into a SQL database which is processed in real time 

and allows powerful visual representation of the data. 
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The main advantage of this system is that instead of sending raw data like the 
XBee it sends data to a server that processes it and creates real measures. Then 
the measures are inserted into a SQL database in different columns, with the 
correct data type. This allow us to connect different tools to that database (like 
Excel) and perform real time analysis. Then, all the mission data is visualized in 
a powerful way, with rich visuals.  
 
The minimum requirements for this system are numerous, as it is the most 
complex system of the whole probe and also involves external agents (the remote 
server with the SQL database) so they will be classified as follows: 

 Wi-Fi Modem: 

o Obtain signal even when the probe is closed. 

o Recover signal automatically when it loses it. 

 ESP8266: 

o Connect automatically to the available Wi-Fi network, storing the 

password. 

o Reconnect to the Wi-Fi network if it loses its signal. 

o To format HTTP GET request correctly using HTTP/1.1 

o Open and close connection sockets properly. 

 Server:  

o Be able to insert all the experiment received data into the database. 

o Handle correctly data types. 

o Log the errors registered. 

 Analysis Software (Power BI): 

o Refresh in real time and show results properly. 

 

3.6.1 Test design 
 
Although the requirements are complex, the design of the test is simple. We will 
connect the modem Wi-Fi and the probe, and we will wait until the HTTP requests 
start arriving to the server. Then, we will close the container and see if the signal 
is still good. We will open it again, and we will turn off the Wi-Fi modem. After a 
while we will turn it on again and see if the HTTP requests resume correctly. 
Before noting the results, it is important to notice the following: 
 

 The system is not designed to handle queues. If there is no signal, the 

HTTP request will be trashed and the data cannot be recovered for that 

particular transmission. A possible way of improving the system would be 

adding a buffer and queue managing, using standard TCP features. 

 
 

3.6.2 Test 
 
In the first test we made, not all requests arrived to the server. We marked each 
request with a sequence number (increasing 1 in every request). We noticed that 
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only 1 out of every 2 requests arrived correctly. Then we deduced that there was 
a problem with the connection socket. The requests are separated by a time 
interval of 30 seconds, so we understood that that was long enough for the socket 
to close automatically. But it seems that the ESP8266 keeps the socket opened 
for more than 30 seconds, so when the module tries to open it up again in the 
next interval it fails and the data is not sent. We fixed this issue forcing to close 
the socket on each iteration.  
 
Then we tested again and it worked flawlessly, all the data transmissions correctly 
reaching the server. Thereafter, we closed the FourCast and the data was 
correctly sent too. Then we shut down the Wi-Fi modem, and after a while we 
restarted it. The ESP8266 automatically did reconnect, and the requests to the 
server were correctly resumed. 
 
In the server side, all requests could be correctly interpreted. When the GPS does 
not receive data, dummy values are inserted, easily detectable by the server 
code, and it inserts they as NULL on the database. The other values are correctly 
received, and stored with the appropriate data format. This is important for the 
dates for example, that are stored as SQL date times, meaning that we have 
millisecond precision. 
 
The Power BI software that analyzes the data correctly detects the data types 
and recognizes the latitude and longitude as geographical coordinates. The rest 
of the decimal values (like temperature) are also correctly read. We also checked 
that the data is not updated in real time, the refresh button of the Power BI toolbar 
must be pressed, but this is a minor inconvenient. We created a Power BI report 
like the one in Figure 3.13 that shows all the information we need with powerful 
visual style. In that particular report, the external pressure system was not 
working correctly, so the values showed are not correct. 
 

 
Figure 3.13 Power BI report with real time data 
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In Figure 3.14 we are able to see the data inserted into the SQL database. 

 
Figure 3.14 Test data sent by the Arduino into the SQL Database 

 
The conclusions we got after there are the following: 
 

 The system works as expected, all the requests are received and can be 

visualized in real time. 

 It is important to close the socket after each request, and reopen it again. 

 

3.7 Parachute 
 
This system is one of the easiest systems to validate; because we do not depend 
on coding or electronic connections it is entirely mechanical. We already know 
which type of parachute we will use in our project; it will be a small umbrella with 
a heptagonal shape and a radius of 0.53m. 
 
Once we bought the umbrella we had to get rid of the metallic elements that hold 
each vertex and the central bar leaving only the fabric itself. To complete the 
fabrication process, we had to do holes on each vertex in order to pass a rope on 
everyone. Each rope measured the same length, 120cm. We did not want to have 
the parachute just on top the probe. In addition, we thought that having this 
separation would be beneficial for its further deployment.  
 
Therefore, we took each rope and connect it to a carabiner that was holding the 
system. Once the parachute was built we wanted to test it to see if it really worked 
and if the impact with the ground was not that strong.  In order to test its 
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Figure 3.15 Parachute with an object. 

functionality, we looked for an object (see Figure 3.15), which weighted 
approximately the same than the probe (700gr). Our first tests were not directly 
done with the probe just in case calculations were not done correctly and the 
probe could have broken. We performed several releases from an approximately 
height of 15m. All of them worked perfectly proving that the selection of the 
parachute was the correct one (see Figure 3.16). 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
We saw that the impact was not that strong, our probe would handle it without 
any problem. The impact’s strength is very important due to safety reasons. When 
we talk about the crash, electronics are almost the least important thing. We do 
not want to have a strong crash because we could seriously hurt somebody. 
 

Figure 3.16 Parachute test with a 700gr payload. 
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Keeping these safety principles in mind, we were worried about the quality of 
cloth materials of the umbrella. We were worried because it looked fragile and 
could be ripped off easily. This is the reason why we decided to buy a more 
professional parachute. Luckily, we found an ideal one, in the Stratoflights [40] 
website (see Figure 3.17), with the same dimensions as the initially proposed 
umbrella. We performed the same tests on the new parachute and, as expected, 
the results were the same as with the umbrella. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.17 The new parachute 
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CHAPTER 4.  LAUNCH PREPARATION 
 
In this Chapter we describe all the aspects involved in the preparation of our 
probe launch. We discuss the materials needed to fir the launch and the expected 
landing of the probe and describe the protocol and appropriate documentation 
necessary to comply with the existing regulations. Finally, we explain the 
expected results and the actual output from our experiment.  
 
 

4.1 Finding the appropriate location 
 
The first part in the launch preparation is analyzing the appropriate location where 
we should execute our experiment. When selecting this location we have to study 
many aspects such as meteorological conditions or proximity to important airports 
and highly populated areas. 
 
First of all, it is not possible to launch our experiment from the Campus where the 
EETAC is located. It is too close to the airport, and there are many different 
airways crossing this area, as aircrafts are approaching Barcelona Airport 
(LEBL). Actually, regulations do not allow this kind of activities at less than 8 km 
from an airport [41]. In addition, we cannot be close to a crowed area in order to 
avoid possible problems when the satellite lands. 
  
Once we have this information, we had to discard all the Baix Llobregat area and 
Barcelona surroundings. So, we had to look for an aerodrome far enough from 
Barcelona and with reasonably good expectations of good meteorological 
conditions. We already know that our probe might ascend up to about 35km. At 
this altitude, winds in the Catalonia area can displace the satellite up to 200 km 
in the horizontal direction (normally North-East) heading. This information is very 
useful because we do not want them. If it lands in the sea, communications will 
stop working and it would almost be impossible to recover it.  
 
As a first option, we thought that Los Monegros, near Zaragoza might be a good 
spot to launch our probe, because it is barely populated and far from the see. 
However, the strong winds characteristic of this area might jeopardize the 
recovery of the probe. Therefore, we discarded this option. 
 
 
We then checked the area of Catalonia.  We found many aerodromes, as the 
ones located in Mollerusa or Igualada. We contacted both of them and we only 
received an answer from the aerodrome in Mollerusa, which is coordinated and 
directed by Jimmy Capell. After checking the charts, we realized that Mollerusa 
might be a good option (see Figure 4.1). We looked at the specific location of the 
aerodrome and saw that it fulfilled all the requirements. It is far from a crowded 
area like Lleida. Although, the closest point to the sea is 60km away in straight 
line, it is headed South-East, and thus, not in the direction of the dominant winds 
(North-East). Finally, the weather forecast during the week in which we could 
launch the probe was quite good; winds were not above 10km/h, most of the days 
where sunny and there was low chance of rain. 
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Figure 4.1 Mollerussa location 

 
 
 

4.2 Administrative requirements 
 
The standard protocol to launch a probe like ours involves applying for a specific 
permit: NOTAM (Notice to Airmen).  It must be requested in order to inform that 
a specific activity will be executed in a selected area of air space, in case some 
changes had to be applied to air traffic. 
 
A NOTAM is requested to the corresponding authority of the country in which the 
launch is performed (ENAIRE in our case), and it takes about 3 weeks to be 
issued. The application form (see Annex D) requests information such as dates 
of the launch, duration and start time of the activity, location with its coordinates, 
balloon characteristics and the petitioner and organizer signatures. 
 
Once the NOTAM is obtained confirmation of the corresponding activity must be 
communicated the day in which the experiment is done, both before it starts and 
once it is concluded. Figure 4.2 shows the NOTAM publication. 
 

 
Figure 4.2 NOTAM publication 

 
 

4.3 Materials needed and expected results 
 
Once we had selected the location and we had the NOTAM publication, we were 
able to launch the probe. In order to launch it, we needed 2 additional elements: 
a Helium balloon and a Helium tank. 
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We looked for a professional balloon in order to satisfy all the requirements to lift 
the satellite. The website called Stratoflights in Germany provided us with a 
convenient balloon for our experiment. As our all probe plus the parachute 
weighted approximately 800 g, we decided to purchase the 1600 g balloon. 
Additional characteristics were the following: it had 2 m diameter, and it could 
ascend up to 36km with a climb rate of 5m/s. To fill this balloon, we needed 4m3 
of He. Buying He is not cheap because there is shortage of it all over to the world. 
Furthermore, He is sold in big quantities. The bottle we have bought has 9m3 of 
He, more than twice the amount of He we needed.  
 
The balloon must be filled just before we launch the satellite. Once we have the 
balloon filled we l used a polyethylene cord to connect it to the parachute. 
Thereby, when the balloon reaches its ceiling altitude and explodes the parachute 
will be deployed without having to use any electronical or mechanical system to 
activate it. Furthermore, we had also included a RADAR reflector (see Figure 4.3) 
just below the probe in order to make the probe detectable by all primary 
surveillance RADARS. To accomplish all the steps previous to the launch, we did 
a checklist in order to control everything was working before the launch (view 
Annex E). 
 
 

 
Figure 4.3 RADAR reflector 

 
 
Having carefully chosen the location and day of the launch, and after the number 
of tests which we had performed, we expected the experiment would develop 
without problems. Nevertheless, we were worried that the tests we had done 
recreating low temperatures (-20ºC) might not be close enough to the actual 
temperatures expected during the ascent of the probe (-60ºC). We therefore got 
additional insulation materials from a local manufacturer to protect the probe. 
 
In relation to the behavior of our probe before very low temperatures there were 
two key factors: the time it would take the balloon to ascend until 36km and the 
effect of humidity to the probe. A fast climb would represent a shorter exposition 
to low temperatures, and low humidity might help by affecting thermal 
conductivity. Finally, we expected that both the GPS and the retrieval system 
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could work throughout the experiment. We knew that GPS would stop working 
above 18km and that WIFI coverage would be also turned off at some altitude. 
However, when the probe starts falling and enters the 18km barrier both systems 
should work again. 
 

4.4 FourCast launch on November 19th 2016 
 
Although all the launch preparations were done, we were not able to launch the 
probe on October 29th as planned, due a problem with the supplier of the balloon. 
Nevertheless, we could manage to obtain permission from ENAIRE to launch it 
again on November 19th, at the same location that we planned originally. The 
meteorological conditions that day were ideal also for the launch, and all the 
materials needed were already in our hands days before the chosen day. 
 
We arrived to the Mollerussa aerodrome at 08:00 AM, with all the materials and 
tools needed, including the helium gas. In order to inflate the balloon, we followed 
up the instructions provided by the manufacturer. In addition, we added a 
plasticized note with contact information in case that we could not estimate 
landing position pf the probe and somebody else finds it, as can be seen on figure 
4.5.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.4 Note attached to the probe. 
 
 
When the balloon was properly inflated we proceeded to release it, but before we 
checked up that all systems were working correctly. Figure 4.5 shows the 
previous moments between the launch. The launch took place at 09:46:38 AM. 
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Figure 4.5 Photography taken minutes before the launch 
 
The firsts moments of the experiment went according to the planning. The probe 
ascension rate was 5m/s, exactly as planned. We received data from the two 
communications systems, and were close to the expected values. The only 
system that didn’t work was the external temperature sensor, as we always 
received the same dummy and impossible value, 35ºC. We estimate that this 
failure could be due a cable disconnection, maybe because the winds or the initial 
lift force. We could follow up all the telemetry of the probe for 28 minutes in the 
IoT system, until it reached an altitude of 5000m. At that point, the Vodafone Mifi 
modem could not connect to the Internet, because 3G mobile signal was not 
available. We still were able to receive data using the primary communications 
system, the XBee Data Link for the next 8 minutes, when the probe reached an 
altitude of 7300m meaning that we have actual data for a total of 36 minutes.  
 
The trajectory that we could follow up in real time using the data inserted into the 
SQL database by the IoT system can be seen in figure 4.6. We lost 
communication when the probe was above Preixana. 
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Figure 4.6 Trajectory of the experiment during the firsts 28 minutes. 
 
 
Also, we present the pressure data obtained during the first 5km of the lift of the 
experiment, as a function of the altitude registered by the GPS. It can be seen on 
figure 4.7, as blue dots, compared to the International Standard Atmosphere 
data, showed as an orange line. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Pressure measurements 
 
 
Besides the external temperature sensor, all the other systems worked flawlessly. 
We could not see the heating system in action, as temperature inside the probe 
was always above 20ºC during all the experiment phase where we had contact, 
as shows figure 4.8. The first 45 minutes the probe was closed up, but at the 
ground. Temperature increased once we closed up the probe, as the electronics 
inside it produced heat and the external temperature wasn’t cold enough. Even 
after being launched, internal temperature continued increasing during all the 
phase when we had contact. 
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Figure 4.8 Internal temperature of the probe 

 
 
 
We estimate that the main cause of the communications breakdown for the case 
of the primary communications system was due the strong lateral winds, that 
deviated the probe a significant distance from its vertical ascension path and 
soon was out of the range specified by the manufacturer. We also didn’t receive 
any signal anymore from the IoT communications system, that supposedly should 
have activated during the descent of the probe, after the balloon exploded. We 
believe that the probe ran out of batteries, because the amount of helium inside 
the balloon was not enough. This could have probably caused that the probe 
didn’t explode as planned, and spend a long time gliding around an altitude of 
36km.
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CHAPTER 5.  CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this Chapter, we derive the main conclusions from our project. Additionally, we 
suggest possible improvements which might eventually be implemented in a 
future similar work. In doing so we take into account the underperformance cases, 
problems or failures that we experienced during the design and construction of 
the experiment. 
 
We designed and built an 800g meteorological probe able to measure and send 
to a ground station atmospheric temperature and pressure values from a few km 
heights. Additionally, a GPS system allowed the determination of its precise 
position and, eventually, the probe’s recovery.  We used a helium balloon to 
launch our probe at Mollerussa aerodrome, after obtaining the required formal 
permits (NOTAM), and choosing the exact date according to the local 
meteorological conditions. The probe actually reached a 7.6km altitude and was 
able to obtain and send external pressure data, whereas some problem with the 
external temperature sensor (probably an unexpected disconnection) yielded 
unrealistic values from the time of the launch. Pressure and position data were 
received since the launch and during the next 36 minutes. At that time 
communication with the probe was lost, probably because the probe went out of 
the expected range, due strong winds in the higher layers of the troposphere. 
This fact, unfortunately, made recovery impossible. 
 
 

5.1 Main issues during the design and construction processes 
 
From the point of view of the design and construction energy supply has been 
the main technical problem during the whole construction and design phases. 
The natural environment for a probe like this is the upper layers of the 
atmosphere, so there is no way to plug a power line into it. This means that power 
is a limited resource and so all electronics onboard must be designed keeping 
that in mind. As a consequence, it was more convenient to use high-end 
electronics, despite its price. All digital devices should use 3.3V (in order to 
reduce power consumption) and all analog devices should be as low voltage as 
possible. It was also important to use high value resistors in the design of the 
conditioning circuit for the analog sensors, keeping in mind that this also 
increased thermal noise. Moreover, no power cables should be kept free 
because, if due to the probe’s motion, a negative line contacted a positive, line 
the battery might drain in a matter of minutes, and overheat all the electronics. 
As a summary, power in the probe was a very limited resource and its 
consumption had to be minimized in order to ensure endurance. 
 
Another major difficulty was the thermal conditioning of the whole experiment. It 
is important to choose components that have low operational temperatures, even 
if they are relatively expensive. In our case, the sensors have good operational 
temperature ranges, but some electronics must be kept always above 0 degrees, 
so a heating system was needed. Temperature changes can make that some 
electronics perform better or worse, for example, batteries dry quicker in cold 
environments but sensors have less noise. Heat flow can be optimized in several 
ways, and we found out that the most effective way was to add layers of insulating 
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material, in the exterior of the probe, and use thermal resistant tape to join the 
pieces. We realized that aluminum composites were light and have good 
insulation properties. 
 
Before printing the 3D structure and placing all components into PCB boards, it 
was important to perform multiple Protoboard tests in order to avoid problems 
such as saturation of active elements. If these electronic validations were correct, 
errors occurring after the assembly are probably at a software level and can be 
fixed after debugging the corresponding code. It is also important to keep in mind 
that all the systems must work together and coexist, so correct individual device 
behaviors do not ensure a good performance of the entire system. 
 
In order to maximize the possibilities of receiving the data from the sensors we 
designed two independent systems of data transmission, using independent and 
coexistent methods. This was expected to be highly useful during the launch of 
the probe. In order to decide which systems must be redundant we have to keep 
in mind several factors, such as the individual probability of failure and the 
importance of the system in terms of achieving the mission goals. It is important 
to conduct FTA (Failure Tree Analysis) trying to quantify the failure probabilities. 
We decided to add redundancy for the communication subsystem because if it 
failed we would be unable to obtain data from any other system. We also 
quantified the probability of failure of this subsystem as moderate-high, because 
it could fail on multiple factors (antenna disconnection, wrong facing on the 
antenna, etc.). 
 
We found that planning was very important in this project if we were to meet the 
desired deadline. Gantt diagrams (view Annex F) and hour journals have proved 
useful tools. It was very important to stablish a master planning of the whole 
project, and divide it into phases each one with a deadline, but including 
reasonable safety margins. 
 
In our case, at the beginning of each week we planned and, if necessary, 
reschedule the next 14 days. We also learnt that is quite important to order the 
materials with enough time, and do not rely 100% on the shipping times estimated 
by the vendor. 
 
Another main concern during this project was to keep a low budget. We found 
several vendors for the materials we needed. In electronics, prices can have huge 
variations, depending where you buy it, and the manufacturer. This is why 
alternatives were always considered and multiple vendors compared. In some 
cases it was mandatory to buy a high-end product (such as the XBee PRO, due 
the range requirements) but in other cases lower quality (and cheaper) products 
could be used. This optimized the cost of the whole project (view Annex G). It 
must be noted that this kind of projects are not cheap because of the extreme 
conditions at which the electronics must be able to operate and communicate 
require many high-end devices. 
 
This technical memory itself is expected to serve as a comprehensive support 
document for students who might want to recreate the experiment, alter it or 
improve it. It was written emphasizing the modular nature of the project and 
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carefully describing all the materials needed and the steps necessary to complete 
it. It was also interesting to realize the wide variety of information from different 
courses of the degree which we have implemented to develop this project. It 
allowed us to use creatively and put into practice theoretical information and has 
helped us to consolidate our knowledge. (view Annex H). 
 
 

5.2 Possible improvements and future plans 
 
After the additional experience we have achieved after developing the present 
work we consider there are some aspects which might be improved. In particular, 
it might be helpful if future students decide to build a similar experiment. 
 
Electronical improvements: Noise might be reduced or alternative components 
might be considered, depending on the actual goals of future missions. For 
instance, smaller devices should be considered if an actual CanSat is to be built. 
 

 Additional systems: We included low power consuming devices 
necessary to characterize atmospheric pressure and temperature. A 
variation of the project could include additional systems, such as a 
radiation sensor or a HD camera. 

 
Alternative ascension method: A variation of the project could use a rocket 
instead of a helium balloon. This would provide additional workload on the 
student, such as applying thrust control and stability design, or adapting the 
dimensions of the probe. 
 
Different materials: Other types of materials, instead of PLA plastic could be 
used to improve mechanical and thermal properties. 

 
 
 
“To infinity and beyond” – Buzz Lightyear 
 
“Planet Earth is blue, and there is nothing I can do” – David Bowie  
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Annex A. TECHNICAL DATASHEETS 

 
 
Energizer Zinc Batteries 
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Digi International XBee PRO 868 
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Linx Technology 0.6 dB Antenna 
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YAGI Antenna 
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IST RTD Pt-1000 Temperature Sensor  
 

 
 
 

Phillips Semiconductor LM324N OPAMP 
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Freescale MPX2200AP Absolute Pressure Sensor 
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Maxim MAX660 Monolithic CMOS Voltage inverter 
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Texas Instruments LM35 Temperature Sensor 
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Vishay IRF510 power MOSFET 
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U-blox GPS module 
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ESP8266 Wi-Fi module 
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3.3V voltage regulator 
 

 
 
Arduino UNO board 
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Energizer Lithium 9V Battery 
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Annex B. ARDUINO AND SERVER CODE 

 

Arduino code 
 
 
#include <SoftwareSerial.h> 
#include <TinyGPS.h> 
 
// Initialize variables and configure SoftwareSerial library 
TinyGPS gps; 
SoftwareSerial GNSS(5, 4); 
SoftwareSerial ESP(3, 2); 
int req = 0; 
String dates, times, txtimestamp; 
float flat, flon, falt; 
 
void setup() 
{ 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  GNSS.begin(9600); 
  ESP.begin(9600); 
  ESP.println("AT+RST"); 
  analogReference(INTERNAL); 
  Serial.println("Starting up systems..."); 
  pinMode(10, OUTPUT); 
  delay(10000); 
   
   
} 
 
void loop() 
{ 
  bool newData = false; 
  unsigned long chars; 
  unsigned short sentences, failed; 
  GNSS.listen(); 
 
  // For one second we parse GPS data and report some key values 
  for (unsigned long start = millis(); millis() - start < 1000;) 
  { 
    while (GNSS.available()) 
    { 
      char c = GNSS.read(); 
      if (gps.encode(c)) // Did a new valid sentence come in? 
        newData = true; 
    } 
  } 
 
// Dummy values for the ESP request when there is no GNSS data 
  dates ="311299"; 
  times = "00000000"; 
  flat=89.56; 
  flon=44.56; 
  falt=-100.56; 
 
  if (newData)// Only print data into serial monitor if valid NMEA sentences are recieved 
  { 
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    unsigned long age; 
    unsigned long fix_age, time, date; 
    gps.f_get_position(&flat, &flon, &age); 
    gps.get_datetime(&date, &time, &fix_age); 
    falt = gps.f_altitude(); 
    Serial.print("LT=");//Latitude 
    Serial.println(flat == TinyGPS::GPS_INVALID_F_ANGLE ? 0.0 : flat, 6); 
    delay(100); 
    Serial.print("LN="); //Longitude 
    Serial.println(flon == TinyGPS::GPS_INVALID_F_ANGLE ? 0.0 : flon, 6); 
    delay(100); 
    Serial.print("AL="); //Altitude 
    Serial.println(falt == TinyGPS::GPS_INVALID_F_ANGLE ? 0.0 : falt, 6); 
    delay(100); 
    Serial.print("DT="); //Date 
    Serial.println(date == TinyGPS::GPS_INVALID_F_ANGLE ? 0 : date); 
    delay(100); 
    Serial.print("TM="); //Time 
    Serial.println(time == TinyGPS::GPS_INVALID_F_ANGLE ? 0 : time); 
    delay(100); 
    if (String(date).length() == 5) //Format correctly date and time for the server code. 
   dates = "0"+String(date); 
 
   else 
   dates = String(date); 
 
   if (String(time).length() == 7) 
   times = "0"+String(time); 
 
   else 
   times = String(time); 
   
  } 
  txtimestamp = dates+times; 
  int Setemp, Sitemp, Sepres; 
  float fetemp, fitemp, fepres; 
  unsigned long scount = 0; 
  Setemp = 0; 
  Sitemp = 0; 
  Sepres = 0; 
   
 
 //DCA 17/09 in order to reduce noise, we make 15 samples for each measure, in two seconds. 
  while (scount < 15) 
  { 
    Setemp += analogRead(A3); 
    delay(200); 
    scount++; 
  } 
  scount = 0; 
  Setemp = Setemp/15; 
 
    while (scount < 10) 
  { 
    Sitemp += analogRead(A1); 
    delay(200); 
    scount++; 
  } 
  scount = 0; 
  Sitemp = Sitemp/10; 
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    while (scount < 15) 
  { 
    Sepres += analogRead(A2); 
    delay(200); 
    scount++; 
  } 
  scount = 0; 
  Sepres = Sepres/15; 
  fetemp = (((Setemp * (1.1 / 1023.0)) * 1000)/11)-65; //External Temperature 
  fitemp = (Sitemp * (1.1 / 1023.0)) * 100;           //Internal Temperature 
  fepres = ((Sepres * (1.1 / 1023.0)) * 1000)/9.546;   //External Pressure 
   
  Serial.print("ET="); 
  Serial.println(fetemp); 
  delay(100); 
  Serial.print("IT="); 
  Serial.println(fitemp); 
  delay(100); 
  Serial.print("EP="); 
  Serial.println(fepres); 
   
  delay(1000); 
 
//Heating system activates if below 2 degrees and deactivates above 3 degrees 
  bool heaton;  
  String heatons; 
  if (fitemp <= 2) 
  { 
  heaton = true; 
  heatons = "true"; 
  } 
  if (fitemp >= 3) 
  { 
  heaton = false; 
  heatons="false"; 
  } 
 
  if (heaton) 
  { 
  digitalWrite(10,HIGH); 
  Serial.println("Heat ON"); 
  } 
 
  if(!heaton) 
  { 
  digitalWrite(10,LOW); 
  Serial.println("Heat OFF"); 
  } 
   
  ESP.listen(); //We prepare the HTTP petition for the target server. 
 
  delay(1000); 
  ESP.println("AT+CIPSTART=\"TCP\",\"83.39.119.76\",80"); //Open Connection socket 
  delay(2000); 
  ESP.println("AT+CIPSEND=158"); //Size of the data sent. 
  delay(5000); 
  ESP.println("GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/"+String(req)+"/"+txtimestamp+"/"+String(fetemp,2
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)+"/"+String(fitemp,2)+"/"+String(fepres,2)+"/"+String(flat,6)+"/"+String(flon,6)+"/"+String(falt,2)+"
/"+heatons+" HTTP/1.1"); //HTTP GET petition// 
  ESP.println("HOST: 83.39.119.76"); 
  ESP.println(); 
  ESP.println(); 
  delay(50); 
  ESP.println(); 
  ESP.println(); //Additional line breaks in order to force sending the request. 
  delay(50); 
  ESP.println(); 
  ESP.println(); 
  delay(50); 
  ESP.println(); 
  ESP.println(); 
  delay(50); 
  ESP.println(); 
  delay(50); 
  ESP.println(); 
  Serial.println("SQ"+String(req)); 
  delay(500); 
  req+=1; 
  ESP.println("AT+CIPCLOSE"); //Close the socket 
  delay(10000); 
   
} 
 

Server code (WCF RESTFul service) 
 
MissionControl.svc.cs 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Configuration; 
using System.Data.SqlClient; 
using System.Globalization; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Runtime.Serialization; 
using System.ServiceModel; 
using System.Text; 
 
namespace RestMissionControl 
{ 
    // NOTA: puede usar el comando "Rename" del menú "Refactorizar" para 
cambiar el nombre de clase "MissionControl" en el código, en svc y en el archivo 
de configuración a la vez. 
    // NOTA: para iniciar el Cliente de prueba WCF para probar este servicio, 
seleccione MissionControl.svc o MissionControl.svc.cs en el Explorador de 
soluciones e inicie la depuración. 
    public class MissionControl : IMissionControl 
    { 
        public string ConString = 
ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["ConString"].ConnectionString; 
        public string missiondata(string Txseq, string TxTimestamp, string ExtTemp, 
string IntTemp, string ExtPres, string Lat, string Lon, string Alt, string HeatOn) 
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        { 
            Boolean HeatOnb = Convert.ToBoolean(HeatOn); 
            long Txseqi = Convert.ToInt16(Txseq); 
            string RxTimestamp = DateTime.UtcNow.ToString("yyyy-dd-MM 
HH:mm:ss"); 
            string cc = TxTimestamp.Substring(TxTimestamp.Length - 2, 2); 
            string ss = TxTimestamp.Substring(TxTimestamp.Length - 4, 2); 
            string mm = TxTimestamp.Substring(TxTimestamp.Length - 6, 2); 
            string hh = TxTimestamp.Substring(TxTimestamp.Length - 8, 2); 
            string yy = TxTimestamp.Substring(TxTimestamp.Length - 10, 2); 
            string MM = TxTimestamp.Substring(TxTimestamp.Length - 12, 2); 
            string dd = TxTimestamp.Substring(TxTimestamp.Length - 14, 2); 
 
            string TxTimestampdate = "20" + yy + "-" +dd + "-" + MM + " " + hh + ":" + 
mm + ":" + ss; 
 
            string cmd = string.Format("INSERT INTO dbo.MissionData 
([RxTimestamp], [ExtTemp], [IntTemp], [ExtPres], [Lat], [Lon], [Alt], [HeatOn], 
[TxSeq], [TxTimestamp]) Values (CAST('{0}' AS 
DATETIME),'{1}','{2}','{3}','{4}','{5}','{6}',CAST('{7}' AS BIT), {8} , CAST('{9}' AS 
DATETIME))", RxTimestamp, ExtTemp, IntTemp, ExtPres, Lat, Lon, Alt, 
HeatOnb, Txseqi, TxTimestampdate); 
 
 
            using (SqlConnection userconn = new SqlConnection(ConString)) 
            { 
                try 
                { 
                     
                    userconn.Open(); 
                     
 
                    SqlCommand insertData = new SqlCommand(cmd, userconn); 
                    //SqlCommand insertData = new 
SqlCommand(string.Format("INSERT INTO dbo.MissionData ([RxTimestamp], 
[TxTimestamp], [ExtTemp], [IntTemp], [ExtPres], [Lat], [Lon], [Alt], [HeatOn], 
[TxSeq]) Values (CAST('{0}' AS NVARCHAR), CAST('{1}' AS NVARCHAR), 
CAST('{2}' AS FLOAT), CAST('{3}' AS FLOAT), CAST('{4}' AS FLOAT), 
CAST('{5}' AS FLOAT), CAST('{6}' AS FLOAT), CAST('{7}' AS FLOAT), 
CAST('{8}' AS BIT), CAST('{9}' AS INT))", RxTimestamp, TxTimestamp, 
ExtTempd, IntTempd, ExtPresd, Latd, Lond, Altd, HeatOnb, Txseqi), userconn); 
 
                    if (insertData.ExecuteNonQuery() == 0) 
                        throw new Exception("Mission Data Cannot be inserted"); 
 
                } 
 
                catch (Exception ex) 
                { 
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                    throw new Exception(string.Format(@"Cannot insert mision data, 
exception: \n {0}", ex.Message)); 
                } 
 
                return String.Format("Correct {0}", Txseq); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 

 
IMissionControl.cs 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Runtime.Serialization; 
using System.ServiceModel; 
using System.ServiceModel.Web; 
using System.Text; 
 
namespace RestMissionControl 
{ 
    // NOTA: puede usar el comando "Rename" del menú "Refactorizar" para 
cambiar el nombre de interfaz "IMissionControl" en el código y en el archivo de 
configuración a la vez. 
    [ServiceContract] 
    public interface IMissionControl 
    { 
        [OperationContract] 
        [WebInvoke(Method = "GET", 
            ResponseFormat = WebMessageFormat.Json, 
            BodyStyle = WebMessageBodyStyle.Wrapped, 
            UriTemplate = 
"data/{Txseq}/{TxTimestamp}/{ExtTemp}/{IntTemp}/{ExtPres}/{Lat}/{Lon}/{Alt}/{H
eatOn}")] 
        string missiondata(string Txseq, string TxTimestamp, string ExtTemp, string 
IntTemp, string ExtPres, string Lat, string Lon, string Alt, string HeatOn); 
 
    } 
} 

 
 
 
Web.config 
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<configuration> 
 
  <system.web> 
    <compilation debug="true" targetFramework="4.0" /> 
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  </system.web> 
 
  <connectionStrings> 
    <add name="DefaultConnection" connectionString="Data Source = |SQL/CE|" 
/> 
    <add name="ConString" connectionString="server=localhost;                               
                                            Integrated Security=SSPI;                                
                                            database=MissionControl; 
                                            MultipleActiveResultSets=True; 
                                            Connection Timeout=120" /> 
  </connectionStrings> 
 
  <system.serviceModel> 
 
    <services> 
      <service name="RestMissionControl.MissionControl" 
behaviorConfiguration="ServiceBehavior"> 
        <endpoint binding="webHttpBinding" 
contract="RestMissionControl.IMissionControl" 
                  behaviorConfiguration="webHttp"/> 
      </service> 
    </services> 
 
    <behaviors> 
      <serviceBehaviors> 
 
        <behavior name="ServiceBehavior" > 
          <serviceMetadata httpGetEnabled="true" /> 
          <serviceDebug includeExceptionDetailInFaults="false" /> 
        </behavior> 
 
 
        <behavior> 
          <!-- To avoid disclosing metadata information, set the value below to false 
and remove the metadata endpoint above before deployment --> 
          <serviceMetadata httpGetEnabled="true"/> 
          <!-- To receive exception details in faults for debugging purposes, set the 
value below to true.  Set to false before deployment to avoid disclosing exception 
information --> 
          <serviceDebug includeExceptionDetailInFaults="false"/> 
        </behavior> 
      </serviceBehaviors> 
 
      <endpointBehaviors> 
        <behavior name="webHttp"> 
          <webHttp/> 
        </behavior> 
      </endpointBehaviors> 
 
    </behaviors> 
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  </system.serviceModel> 
  <system.webServer> 
    <modules runAllManagedModulesForAllRequests="true"/> 
  </system.webServer> 
 
</configuration> 
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Annex C. FREEZER TEST RESULTS 

 
One iteration every 30 seconds. 

 
Starting up systems... 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=30.65   E.PRES=101.60 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/400/31129900000000/35.00/30.6
5/101.60/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=18.48   I.TEMP=30.75   E.PRES=104.42 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/401/31129900000000/18.48/30.7
5/104.42/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=31.48   I.TEMP=30.00   E.PRES=102.84 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/402/31129900000000/31.48/30.0
0/102.84/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=31.87   I.TEMP=31.40   E.PRES=101.15 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/403/31129900000000/31.87/31.4
0/101.15/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=32.36   I.TEMP=31.51   E.PRES=102.50 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/404/31129900000000/32.36/31.5
1/102.50/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=32.56   I.TEMP=30.75   E.PRES=101.38 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/405/31129900000000/32.56/30.7
5/101.38/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=32.65   I.TEMP=31.08   E.PRES=102.17 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/406/31129900000000/32.65/31.0
8/102.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=28.65   I.TEMP=31.29   E.PRES=102.05 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/407/31129900000000/28.65/31.2
9/102.05/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.34   I.TEMP=31.29   E.PRES=101.04 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/408/31129900000000/33.34/31.2
9/101.04/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.22   I.TEMP=31.40   E.PRES=102.50 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/409/31129900000000/34.22/31.4
0/102.50/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.41   I.TEMP=32.15   E.PRES=102.39 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/410/31129900000000/34.41/32.1
5/102.39/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.71   I.TEMP=32.58   E.PRES=110.16 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/411/31129900000000/34.71/32.5
8/110.16/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.22   I.TEMP=32.04   E.PRES=102.50 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/412/31129900000000/34.22/32.0
4/102.50/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.61   I.TEMP=32.15   E.PRES=102.17 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/413/31129900000000/34.61/32.1
5/102.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.90   I.TEMP=32.69   E.PRES=102.05 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/414/31129900000000/34.90/32.6
9/102.05/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=32.04   E.PRES=101.83 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/415/31129900000000/35.00/32.0
4/101.83/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=33.01   E.PRES=101.60 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/416/31129900000000/35.00/33.0
1/101.60/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=32.90   E.PRES=101.38 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/417/31129900000000/35.00/32.9
0/101.38/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=33.23   E.PRES=101.60 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/418/31129900000000/35.00/33.2
3/101.60/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=33.23   E.PRES=102.05 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/419/31129900000000/35.00/33.2
3/102.05/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.41   I.TEMP=33.98   E.PRES=102.05 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/420/31129900000000/34.41/33.9
8/102.05/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.73   I.TEMP=33.66   E.PRES=100.14 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/421/31129900000000/33.73/33.6
6/100.14/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.04   I.TEMP=34.19   E.PRES=100.14 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/422/31129900000000/33.04/34.1
9/100.14/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.04   I.TEMP=34.09   E.PRES=101.94 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/423/31129900000000/33.04/34.0
9/101.94/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=31.87   I.TEMP=34.30   E.PRES=101.94 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/424/31129900000000/31.87/34.3
0/101.94/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=31.87   I.TEMP=34.62   E.PRES=102.17 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/425/31129900000000/31.87/34.6
2/102.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=31.58   I.TEMP=34.62   E.PRES=102.17 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/426/31129900000000/31.58/34.6
2/102.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=30.89   I.TEMP=34.41   E.PRES=102.28 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/427/31129900000000/30.89/34.4
1/102.28/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=30.11   I.TEMP=34.73   E.PRES=101.49 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/428/31129900000000/30.11/34.7
3/101.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=30.01   I.TEMP=34.30   E.PRES=102.84 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/429/31129900000000/30.01/34.3
0/102.84/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=29.72   I.TEMP=33.98   E.PRES=100.93 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/430/31129900000000/29.72/33.9
8/100.93/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=29.43   I.TEMP=34.19   E.PRES=101.60 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/431/31129900000000/29.43/34.1
9/101.60/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=28.94   I.TEMP=34.19   E.PRES=101.04 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/432/31129900000000/28.94/34.1
9/101.04/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=28.55   I.TEMP=34.73   E.PRES=101.49 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/433/31129900000000/28.55/34.7
3/101.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=28.35   I.TEMP=33.98   E.PRES=102.73 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/434/31129900000000/28.35/33.9
8/102.73/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=28.16   I.TEMP=33.87   E.PRES=101.83 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/435/31129900000000/28.16/33.8
7/101.83/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=26.89   I.TEMP=34.41   E.PRES=102.39 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/436/31129900000000/26.89/34.4
1/102.39/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=26.79   I.TEMP=33.44   E.PRES=102.05 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/437/31129900000000/26.79/33.4
4/102.05/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=27.47   I.TEMP=34.30   E.PRES=100.93 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/438/31129900000000/27.47/34.3
0/100.93/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=27.38   I.TEMP=34.30   E.PRES=102.95 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/439/31129900000000/27.38/34.3
0/102.95/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=26.50   I.TEMP=33.23   E.PRES=102.28 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/440/31129900000000/26.50/33.2
3/102.28/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=32.07   I.TEMP=33.01   E.PRES=102.05 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/441/31129900000000/32.07/33.0
1/102.05/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=31.38   I.TEMP=32.80   E.PRES=101.71 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/442/31129900000000/31.38/32.8
0/101.71/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=32.37   E.PRES=101.49 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/443/31129900000000/35.00/32.3
7/101.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.53   I.TEMP=32.90   E.PRES=101.26 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/444/31129900000000/33.53/32.9
0/101.26/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.51   I.TEMP=32.37   E.PRES=101.94 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/445/31129900000000/34.51/32.3
7/101.94/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.44   I.TEMP=31.72   E.PRES=100.81 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/446/31129900000000/33.44/31.7
2/100.81/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.41   I.TEMP=32.04   E.PRES=101.04 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/447/31129900000000/34.41/32.0
4/101.04/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.61   I.TEMP=31.94   E.PRES=101.71 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/448/31129900000000/34.61/31.9
4/101.71/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.34   I.TEMP=31.29   E.PRES=102.17 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/449/31129900000000/33.34/31.2
9/102.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=32.75   I.TEMP=31.40   E.PRES=103.29 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/450/31129900000000/32.75/31.4
0/103.29/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.61   I.TEMP=30.32   E.PRES=101.26 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/451/31129900000000/34.61/30.3
2/101.26/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=29.57   E.PRES=100.70 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/452/31129900000000/35.00/29.5
7/100.70/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=29.57   E.PRES=102.62 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/453/31129900000000/35.00/29.5
7/102.62/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.90   I.TEMP=29.89   E.PRES=100.93 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/454/31129900000000/34.90/29.8
9/100.93/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.80   I.TEMP=29.89   E.PRES=101.49 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/455/31129900000000/34.80/29.8
9/101.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=31.29   I.TEMP=28.92   E.PRES=101.94 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/456/31129900000000/31.29/28.9
2/101.94/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=32.95   I.TEMP=29.14   E.PRES=102.84 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/457/31129900000000/32.95/29.1
4/102.84/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.02   I.TEMP=28.39   E.PRES=102.17 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/458/31129900000000/34.02/28.3
9/102.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.32   I.TEMP=28.49   E.PRES=102.28 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/459/31129900000000/34.32/28.4
9/102.28/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=34.80   I.TEMP=27.96   E.PRES=101.26 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/460/31129900000000/34.80/27.9
6/101.26/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.92   I.TEMP=28.06   E.PRES=102.17 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/461/31129900000000/33.92/28.0
6/102.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=33.92   I.TEMP=27.10   E.PRES=102.17 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/462/31129900000000/33.92/27.1
0/102.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=27.53   E.PRES=100.25 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/463/31129900000000/35.00/27.5
3/100.25/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=26.88   E.PRES=101.94 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/464/31129900000000/35.00/26.8
8/101.94/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=26.50   I.TEMP=26.45   E.PRES=101.49 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/465/31129900000000/26.50/26.4
5/101.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=26.13   E.PRES=102.73 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/466/31129900000000/35.00/26.1
3/102.73/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=25.81   E.PRES=100.70 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/467/31129900000000/35.00/25.8
1/100.70/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=25.27   E.PRES=102.05 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/468/31129900000000/35.00/25.2
7/102.05/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=35.00   I.TEMP=26.24   E.PRES=99.69 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/469/31129900000000/35.00/26.2
4/99.69/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=16.04   I.TEMP=25.38   E.PRES=101.26 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/470/31129900000000/16.04/25.3
8/101.26/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=15.65   I.TEMP=25.16   E.PRES=102.62 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/471/31129900000000/15.65/25.1
6/102.62/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=15.55   I.TEMP=24.95   E.PRES=101.83 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/472/31129900000000/15.55/24.9
5/101.83/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=29.53   I.TEMP=24.62   E.PRES=102.62 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/473/31129900000000/29.53/24.6
2/102.62/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=28.35   I.TEMP=24.52   E.PRES=102.05 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/474/31129900000000/28.35/24.5
2/102.05/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=25.13   I.TEMP=24.19   E.PRES=100.03 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/475/31129900000000/25.13/24.1
9/100.03/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=26.50   I.TEMP=24.09   E.PRES=101.26 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/476/31129900000000/26.50/24.0
9/101.26/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=32.95   I.TEMP=23.76   E.PRES=101.26 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/477/31129900000000/32.95/23.7
6/101.26/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=22.68   I.TEMP=23.55   E.PRES=101.38 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/478/31129900000000/22.68/23.5
5/101.38/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=22.59   I.TEMP=23.66   E.PRES=101.49 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/479/31129900000000/22.59/23.6
6/101.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=23.07   I.TEMP=23.23   E.PRES=100.70 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/480/31129900000000/23.07/23.2
3/100.70/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=23.56   I.TEMP=23.23   E.PRES=99.80 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/481/31129900000000/23.56/23.2
3/99.80/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=25.22   I.TEMP=22.47   E.PRES=100.81 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/482/31129900000000/25.22/22.4
7/100.81/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=22.19   I.TEMP=22.47   E.PRES=101.71 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/483/31129900000000/22.19/22.4
7/101.71/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=20.34   I.TEMP=22.26   E.PRES=100.25 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/484/31129900000000/20.34/22.2
6/100.25/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=22.19   I.TEMP=22.15   E.PRES=100.59 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/485/31129900000000/22.19/22.1
5/100.59/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=22.98   I.TEMP=21.61   E.PRES=101.49 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/486/31129900000000/22.98/21.6
1/101.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=23.76   I.TEMP=20.97   E.PRES=101.83 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/487/31129900000000/23.76/20.9
7/101.83/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=26.40   I.TEMP=21.29   E.PRES=98.22 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/488/31129900000000/26.40/21.2
9/98.22/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=24.05   I.TEMP=21.61   E.PRES=98.90 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/489/31129900000000/24.05/21.6
1/98.90/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=18.68   I.TEMP=21.08   E.PRES=102.62 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/490/31129900000000/18.68/21.0
8/102.62/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=16.62   I.TEMP=21.18   E.PRES=101.26 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/491/31129900000000/16.62/21.1
8/101.26/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=21.80   I.TEMP=20.75   E.PRES=100.70 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/492/31129900000000/21.80/20.7
5/100.70/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=13.49   I.TEMP=20.43   E.PRES=102.50 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/493/31129900000000/13.49/20.4
3/102.50/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=13.69   I.TEMP=20.86   E.PRES=99.91 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/494/31129900000000/13.69/20.8
6/99.91/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=12.52   I.TEMP=19.57   E.PRES=100.14 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/495/31129900000000/12.52/19.5
7/100.14/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=11.93   I.TEMP=19.46   E.PRES=101.71 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/496/31129900000000/11.93/19.4
6/101.71/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=12.71   I.TEMP=19.89   E.PRES=98.56 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/497/31129900000000/12.71/19.8
9/98.56/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=11.93   I.TEMP=20.00   E.PRES=100.14 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/498/31129900000000/11.93/20.0
0/100.14/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=13.69   I.TEMP=18.92   E.PRES=100.93 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/499/31129900000000/13.69/18.9
2/100.93/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=13.79   I.TEMP=19.35   E.PRES=100.81 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/500/31129900000000/13.79/19.3
5/100.81/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=13.30   I.TEMP=18.71   E.PRES=99.80 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/501/31129900000000/13.30/18.7
1/99.80/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=22.78   I.TEMP=18.49   E.PRES=101.49 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/502/31129900000000/22.78/18.4
9/101.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=13.59   I.TEMP=17.85   E.PRES=101.38 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/503/31129900000000/13.59/17.8
5/101.38/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=18.58   I.TEMP=18.06   E.PRES=101.15 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/504/31129900000000/18.58/18.0
6/101.15/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=7.04   I.TEMP=18.06   E.PRES=101.38 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/505/31129900000000/7.04/18.06/
101.38/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=6.26   I.TEMP=18.06   E.PRES=100.93 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/506/31129900000000/6.26/18.06/
100.93/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=6.95   I.TEMP=18.17   E.PRES=100.93 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/507/31129900000000/6.95/18.17/
100.93/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=7.04   I.TEMP=17.63   E.PRES=101.15 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/508/31129900000000/7.04/17.63/
101.15/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=6.46   I.TEMP=17.53   E.PRES=100.48 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/509/31129900000000/6.46/17.53/
100.48/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=6.36   I.TEMP=17.63   E.PRES=101.38 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/510/31129900000000/6.36/17.63/
101.38/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=6.07   I.TEMP=17.63   E.PRES=98.11 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/511/31129900000000/6.07/17.63/
98.11/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=5.09   I.TEMP=16.77   E.PRES=99.12 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/512/31129900000000/5.09/16.77/
99.12/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=5.67   I.TEMP=16.67   E.PRES=100.93 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/513/31129900000000/5.67/16.67/
100.93/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=6.07   I.TEMP=16.67   E.PRES=99.46 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/514/31129900000000/6.07/16.67/
99.46/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=5.38   I.TEMP=16.56   E.PRES=100.59 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/515/31129900000000/5.38/16.56/
100.59/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=5.19   I.TEMP=16.34   E.PRES=100.81 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/516/31129900000000/5.19/16.34/
100.81/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=4.11   I.TEMP=16.13   E.PRES=99.57 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/517/31129900000000/4.11/16.13/
99.57/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=4.79   I.TEMP=16.34   E.PRES=101.38 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/518/31129900000000/4.79/16.34/
101.38/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=4.89   I.TEMP=15.91   E.PRES=99.01 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/519/31129900000000/4.89/15.91/
99.01/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=4.50   I.TEMP=16.13   E.PRES=100.48 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/520/31129900000000/4.50/16.13/
100.48/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=4.11   I.TEMP=14.84   E.PRES=99.01 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/521/31129900000000/4.11/14.84/
99.01/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=3.13   I.TEMP=15.38   E.PRES=99.80 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/522/31129900000000/3.13/15.38/
99.80/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=4.89   I.TEMP=14.95   E.PRES=97.66 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/523/31129900000000/4.89/14.95/
97.66/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=4.60   I.TEMP=15.48   E.PRES=99.80 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/524/31129900000000/4.60/15.48/
99.80/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=3.82   I.TEMP=14.84   E.PRES=100.59 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/525/31129900000000/3.82/14.84/
100.59/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=2.74   I.TEMP=15.59   E.PRES=100.36 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/526/31129900000000/2.74/15.59/
100.36/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=3.72   I.TEMP=14.84   E.PRES=100.03 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/527/31129900000000/3.72/14.84/
100.03/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=3.04   I.TEMP=14.52   E.PRES=99.46 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/528/31129900000000/3.04/14.52/
99.46/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=2.74   I.TEMP=14.09   E.PRES=99.12 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/529/31129900000000/2.74/14.09/
99.12/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=3.72   I.TEMP=14.62   E.PRES=99.24 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/530/31129900000000/3.72/14.62/
99.24/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=2.16   I.TEMP=13.76   E.PRES=98.11 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/531/31129900000000/2.16/13.76/
98.11/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=1.37   I.TEMP=19.03   E.PRES=96.53 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/532/31129900000000/1.37/19.03/
96.53/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=1.08   I.TEMP=22.15   E.PRES=97.32 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/533/31129900000000/1.08/22.15/
97.32/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=1.08   I.TEMP=25.81   E.PRES=98.67 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/534/31129900000000/1.08/25.81/
98.67/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=1.47   I.TEMP=30.22   E.PRES=97.88 
Heat OFF 
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GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/535/31129900000000/1.47/30.22/
97.88/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=1.28   I.TEMP=17.42   E.PRES=97.32 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/536/31129900000000/1.28/17.42/
97.32/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=0.30   I.TEMP=31.08   E.PRES=97.32 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/537/31129900000000/0.30/31.08/
97.32/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-0.09   I.TEMP=36.56   E.PRES=98.00 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/538/31129900000000/-
0.09/36.56/98.00/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=0.10   I.TEMP=43.01   E.PRES=96.53 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/539/31129900000000/0.10/43.01/
96.53/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-0.39   I.TEMP=29.35   E.PRES=97.43 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/540/31129900000000/-
0.39/29.35/97.43/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-1.46   I.TEMP=48.92   E.PRES=97.88 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/541/31129900000000/-
1.46/48.92/97.88/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=0.69   I.TEMP=40.65   E.PRES=95.97 
Heat OFF 
GET 
/RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/542/31129900000000/0.69/40.65/
95.97/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-1.66   I.TEMP=31.94   E.PRES=95.63 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/543/31129900000000/-
1.66/31.94/95.63/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-1.36   I.TEMP=21.72   E.PRES=94.84 
Heat OFF 
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GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/544/31129900000000/-
1.36/21.72/94.84/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-2.63   I.TEMP=20.22   E.PRES=95.52 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/545/31129900000000/-
2.63/20.22/95.52/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-0.78   I.TEMP=33.23   E.PRES=94.84 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/546/31129900000000/-
0.78/33.23/94.84/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-3.03   I.TEMP=26.24   E.PRES=95.07 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/547/31129900000000/-
3.03/26.24/95.07/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-3.32   I.TEMP=16.34   E.PRES=95.41 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/548/31129900000000/-
3.32/16.34/95.41/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-3.51   I.TEMP=15.81   E.PRES=93.94 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/549/31129900000000/-
3.51/15.81/93.94/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-3.32   I.TEMP=14.52   E.PRES=94.06 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/550/31129900000000/-
3.32/14.52/94.06/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-3.61   I.TEMP=13.55   E.PRES=93.27 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/551/31129900000000/-
3.61/13.55/93.27/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-4.49   I.TEMP=13.55   E.PRES=93.49 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/552/31129900000000/-
4.49/13.55/93.49/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-4.10   I.TEMP=13.23   E.PRES=92.70 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/553/31129900000000/-
4.10/13.23/92.70/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-4.59   I.TEMP=15.05   E.PRES=92.70 
Heat OFF 
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GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/554/31129900000000/-
4.59/15.05/92.70/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-5.57   I.TEMP=17.63   E.PRES=92.37 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/555/31129900000000/-
5.57/17.63/92.37/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-5.76   I.TEMP=15.38   E.PRES=92.48 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/556/31129900000000/-
5.76/15.38/92.48/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-5.86   I.TEMP=12.15   E.PRES=91.24 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/557/31129900000000/-
5.86/12.15/91.24/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-6.64   I.TEMP=11.40   E.PRES=91.24 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/558/31129900000000/-
6.64/11.40/91.24/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-6.64   I.TEMP=12.15   E.PRES=91.35 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/559/31129900000000/-
6.64/12.15/91.35/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-6.35   I.TEMP=12.15   E.PRES=90.79 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/560/31129900000000/-
6.35/12.15/90.79/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-7.23   I.TEMP=11.08   E.PRES=87.07 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/561/31129900000000/-
7.23/11.08/87.07/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-6.64   I.TEMP=11.51   E.PRES=91.24 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/562/31129900000000/-
6.64/11.51/91.24/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-8.60   I.TEMP=11.08   E.PRES=89.89 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/563/31129900000000/-
8.60/11.08/89.89/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-8.01   I.TEMP=21.83   E.PRES=88.09 
Heat OFF 
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GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/564/31129900000000/-
8.01/21.83/88.09/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-8.30   I.TEMP=20.86   E.PRES=89.21 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/565/31129900000000/-
8.30/20.86/89.21/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-8.01   I.TEMP=10.43   E.PRES=86.17 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/566/31129900000000/-
8.01/10.43/86.17/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-7.72   I.TEMP=9.89   E.PRES=87.97 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/567/31129900000000/-
7.72/9.89/87.97/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-8.01   I.TEMP=9.68   E.PRES=87.75 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/568/31129900000000/-
8.01/9.68/87.75/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-8.99   I.TEMP=9.03   E.PRES=88.99 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/569/31129900000000/-
8.99/9.03/88.99/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-10.16   I.TEMP=9.46   E.PRES=86.96 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/570/31129900000000/-
10.16/9.46/86.96/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-9.67   I.TEMP=9.89   E.PRES=87.63 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/571/31129900000000/-
9.67/9.89/87.63/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-8.50   I.TEMP=10.86   E.PRES=86.96 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/572/31129900000000/-
8.50/10.86/86.96/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-10.65   I.TEMP=9.35   E.PRES=85.94 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/573/31129900000000/-
10.65/9.35/85.94/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-11.53   I.TEMP=9.03   E.PRES=87.41 
Heat OFF 
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GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/574/31129900000000/-
11.53/9.03/87.41/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-11.24   I.TEMP=9.14   E.PRES=85.04 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/575/31129900000000/-
11.24/9.14/85.04/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-11.33   I.TEMP=8.60   E.PRES=84.26 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/576/31129900000000/-
11.33/8.60/84.26/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-12.31   I.TEMP=8.82   E.PRES=83.80 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/577/31129900000000/-
12.31/8.82/83.80/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-13.29   I.TEMP=7.85   E.PRES=83.47 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/578/31129900000000/-
13.29/7.85/83.47/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-14.07   I.TEMP=8.49   E.PRES=82.12 
Heat OFF 
GET /RestMissionControl/MissionControl.svc/data/579/31129900000000/-
14.07/8.49/82.12/89.559998/44.560001/-100.56/false HTTP/1.1 
HOST: 83.44.56.158 
E.TEMP=-13.88   I.TEMP=8.60   E.PRES=80.20 
Heat OFF 
Starting up systems... 
 
The last line is Starting up systems because batteries stopped working. 
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Annex D.  LAUNCH CHECKLIST 
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Annex E.  NOTAM REQUEST 
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Annex F. GANTT DIAGRAM AND HOUR JOURNAL 

 

Gantt diagram 
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Hour journal 
 

MES DIA ACTIVIDAD HORAS  
TRABAJO 

AUTÓNOMO 

JUNIO 

15 Ruenión inicial para planificación proyecto 
CANSAT 

3 
YANNICK 54 

20 Reunión Oscar Casas (Alimentación) 1 DAVID 54 

J
U

L
IO

 

5 Reunión de proyecto 1 1   

8 Diseño sistema de temperatura (laboratorio) 3   

12 Reunión de proyecto 2 1   

13 Diseño sistema de presión (laboratorio) 2   

14 Reunión Joan Olmos (GPS, XBEE, 
Recuperación) 

2 
  

15 Diseño y montaje sistema de temperatura 
(laboratorio) 

3 
  

19 Reunión de proyecto 3 1   

20 Diseño y prueba sistema GPS 3   

21 Validar sistema de presión del 19/07 3   

25 Montaje de pres + temp en diferentes placas 
Protoboard 

1 
  

26 Reunión en serveis técnics para la elaboracón 
de placa impresa 

1 
  

A
G

O
S

T
O

 

3 Inicio diseño comunicaciones XBEE 2   

4 Inicio diseño sistema de recuperación 2   

9 Hablar de la alimentación, aislantes térmicos y 
climatización 

2 
  

10 Diseño en placa de los sistemas de 
temperatura y presión 

3 
  

11 Probar XBEE y ver que las comunicaciones 
funcionan 

5 
  

12 Diseñar sistema de recuperación 4   

16 Soldadura sistema de temperatura 4   

17 Soldadura sistema de presión 4   

18 Código temperatura y presión 4   

19 Compra componentes (pilas, conectores, etc..) 2   

22 Soldadura sistema climatización y 
recuperación 

2 
  

23 Lab. Soldadura climatización y recuperación + 
consolidar Placas Temp. y Pres. 

4 
  

24 Diseño de la carcasa + consolidación placas 
soldadas 

5 
  

25 Primera prueba de comunicaciones 
(universidad) 

3 
  

29 Reunión para organización redactión 

3 

  

S
E

P

T
IE

M
B

R

E
 3 Código sistema de recuperación y primera 

validación 
11 
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4 Validación sistema de recuperación 2   

10 Leroy 
Merlin+Diotronics+Paracaida+Reflector+Blister 
Pilas 

9 
  

11 Servidor+Tornillos+Prueba global 7   

14 Prueba de paracaídas con objeto de 700gr 3   

15 Empezar con el ensamblaje en CANSAT 3   

16 Terminar el ensamblaje del CANSAT y 
comprobar funcionamiento 

3 
  

17 Primera prueba temperatura congelador + 
mejora de código 

5 
  

20 Segunda prueba temperatura congelador 4   

21 Prueba de funcionamiento + tercera prueba de 
temperatura congelador 

4 
  

22 Gancho superior + cálculo comunicaciones 2   

24 Prueba de comunicaciones (Montserrat - 
Collserola) 

4 
  

27 Mejoras en código 3   

30 Planificación de la redacción 2   

O
C

T
U

B
R

E
 

4 Cuarta prueba de temperatura 4   

7 Unión de los 3 primeros capítulos y últimas 
pruebas 

4 
  

20 Compra globo y paracaídas 2   

23 Planificación de las próximas acciones 2   

24 Visita a ACTIS (aislantes térmicos) para 
colaboración 

2 
  

26 Recubrimiento aislante + sensor temperature 
externa (agujeros) 

3 
  

N
O

V
IE

M
B

R
E

 

1 Inicio presentación PPT 3   

2 Reunión planificación última semana 2   

3 Redacción últimos capítulos 3   

4 Redacción últimos capítulos 2   

5 Revisión ortográfica de las memorias 8   

6 Dar formato a las memorias 6   

      

  TOTAL 177   

  TOTAL + Autonomo 285   
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Annex G.  MATERIALS AND COST SHEET 

 
Product Quantity Cost 

Energizer 522 Battery, Alkaline, 625mAh, 9V 24 26,45 € 

Bud Industries HH-3449 Battery Retainer Clip 3 3,99 € 

Arduino UNO ATmega328 Eval Board 1 29,39 € 

Texas Instruments Temperature Sensor, LM35DT, TO-220 1 5,76 € 

Digi International XBee PRO 868 2 172,16 € 

Linx Technologies Inc. ANT-868-CW-RAH-XXX 1 7,88 € 

ALSrobot XBee USB Explorer Dongle 1 10,64 € 

Arduino XBee Shield 1 18,65 € 

U-blob GPS Module (With Antenna) 1 17,15 € 

Pt-1000 RTD, 1kohm, -200ºC-600ºC 4 19,43 € 

MAX 660 CMOS voltage inverter 1 11,00 € 

MPX2200AP  Sensor de Presión, Absoluta, 0.2 mV/kPa, 0 kPa, 
200 kPa, 10 V, 16 V 

1 13,35 € 

Actis thermal insulation tape 1 8,90 € 

Dupont cables 1 6,49 € 

Aluminium thermal insulation 1 25,90 € 

SMA antenna adapter for XBee 2 5,07 € 

Construction material (screws and tools) 1 14,44 € 

Parachute 1 (Umbrella) 1 5,65 € 

3.3V Voltage Regulators 3 1,29 € 

Electronic components (Resistors, capacitors and operational 
amplifiers) 

1 35,40 € 

Energizer 522 Lithium Battery, 800 mAh, 9V 4 38,84 € 

Modem MiFi 1 38,69 € 

Soldering tin 100gr 1 7,95 € 

ESP8266 Wi-FI Module for Arduino 3 23,70 € 

Stratoflights Weather Balloon 1600 1 195,99 € 

Stratoflight Parachute 800 1 28,65 € 

Helium 9m3 bottle 1 200,00 € 

Vodafone 1GB SIM card 1 10,00 € 

Total (includes taxes)  982,80 € 
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Annex H.  RELATED EETAC COURSES 

 

COURSE CONCEPT 

Aerospace Technology and Air 
Transportation 

Parachute lift calculations 

Thermodynamics Heat transfer and thermal aisle.  

Informatics II Server side programming in C# for the 
Power Bi dashboard. 

Air Transportation 
Infrastructures 

 Air space classification, election of 
the launching place, meteorological 
considerations and administrative 
procedures (NOTAM).  

Electricity  Power consumption design (chose of 
resistors) 

Science and Technology of 
Materials 

 Election of the aluminum composite 
for the thermal aisle and study about 
the mechanical properties of the 
plastic of the structure. 

Linear Systems  Filter design. 

Graphical Expression  3D Design of the structure. 

Fundamentals of 
Communication 

 Election of communication devices 
and operative frequencies. 

Electronics  Design of the electronics needed to 
read the information from the sensors. 
Use of a microcontroller. 

Flight Operations  Administrative work and order of 
NOTAM. 

Aeronautical Communications  Computations of signal quality 
parameters for the communications. 
Estimation of noise. 

Avionics  Chose of the appropriate sensor type 
and electronic calculations (such as 
dynamic range) 

Design and Test of 
Aeronautical Projects 

 Validations and design 
considerations (thermal design, 
voltage range accommodation, power 
supply system). 

CES Signal link budget equations. Study of 
signal attenuations. 

NACC Navigation concepts, GPS 
knowledge. 

 
 
 

 


